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BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, MAY 8,

THE TAX PAYERS OF BELFAST

I

City

■

Government.

The News of Belfast

The May meeting of the Belfast City
schedule of the appropriations for 1918 and 1919, showing the inGovernment was held Monday evening,
i, respective amounts of the 1919 appropriations:
Mayor C. W. Wescott presiding, and a
1918
1919
Increase. Decrease. ! full board
present.
S 7,000.00
$9,000.00
$2,000.00
I The report of the City Marshal and
700.00
700.00
n»
J trial balance of City Treasurer were re7.500.00
debt
9.770.00
2.270.00
ceived and placed on file.
7.000. 00
$7,000 00
Fred W, Drew was granted a license as
2,000.00
2,000.00
a victualler and M. R. Knowlton a license
00
00
9.000.
9.000.
as auctioneer.
1.333.00
1.333.00
Ralph H. Howes was elected Cemetery
00
1.500.00
5.000.
3.500.00
Trustee for the term of three years.
1,500 00
1.500.00
The petition of The New England Tele3.500.00
3.500.00
phone and Telegraph Company for loca2.700.00
400.00
3.100.00
tions of poles was granted, subject to ap2.900.00
2.900.00
proval of the Committee on Highways,
4.850.00
4.850.00
The roll of accounts was passed as fol;.ense,
2.500.00
2.300.00
200.00 j lows:
I
-.ini
100.00
1.300.00
1.400.00
School Charity..$
38 00
500.00
200.00
300.00
pc use,
770 78
Contingent
100.00
100.00
964 32
Highways and bridges.
200.00
400 00
200.00
27 50
High School.
iccount
500.00
800.00
300.00
20 14
Hayford account.
700.00
Hide.
700.00
1 35
Machinery and Tools.
of Schools.
62 0
Supt.
1.000. 00
1,000.00 Street
401 25
Lights.
200.00
loan,
1.000 00
1.200.00
Belfast Hree Library.
122 70
2,000.00
2.000. 00
School Contingent.
58 05
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follows:

as

Sri

700.00

800.00

2,200.00

,000.00

600.00
800.00

750.00
1,000 00

4.200.00

5,100.00

100.00
100.00

100.00
100 00

10,000.00
19,716 40
5.0 9.53

12,500.00
25,036 28

S102.088.99

>113,913.61

supplies,

;

bools,
r*-‘

.'ion,

H

-noses,

I hat

there is

an

in-

of $8,985.20, a net
which net increase
for 1919 of 35 mills,
n over 1918.
that the State and
net increase of $5,it there is a net in.ses of $3,650.00, a
ems of $8,684.62.
tr increases, which
s hy the City Counit mgent is to take
his amount of the
■

gravel trucks,
charged to motor

two
■

next year, when
■ks will be liquidated
or

revaluation is the
’tie assessors for total
which revaluation
periods by the State
required of us this
v

■Hided interest is tlie
fed to cover the indie $477,000 of bonds
1 118, and were extendpercent.
amount necessary to

::

be

'3,000 appropriated
Swanville road, makie expended on that

■

ter

shape.

department,

while
tie appropriation for
rial increase over the
expended in 1918 due to
ut

Sewers.

Cemetery...
Memorial Building expense.
SidewaUs..
Fire Department.
State Road

school Transportation

2.500.00
5,319.82

804 33

Police

policemen,
inconsequential,

the tax rate apbut nevertheless
business of the city
as one would handle
its.
This high rate is
at least as far as the
erned, to the low "ate
ad in previous years,
should have been rais>r
their i mprovement.
ment faced two alterike the appropriations
it

iigh,

'in-

$8,985.20

concurrence:

Ordered:
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much downmuch a month
are not an instalment house.
We do not
advertise instalment terms—but no honest
man or woman who loves music need e'o without
it. Mr. Edison has said to us: “do not deny
music to the music lover. To those of slender
incomes, make terms that will not harass them.
"

“The

Phonograph

with

a

Soul”

is the world’s greatest musical instrument. It
every kind of music, exactly as performed
upon the stage. It gives you all that the ear can
give of the art of the world’s greatest artists.

gives

'*0

Not Let

Money

Stand in the Way

If you are paying for Liberty Bonds or for some
other reason you are not particularly flush at the
present time, do not let that fact prevent you
from owning a New Edison. Don’t hesitate.
Come to us and tell us confidentially what terms
will be convenient for you.

FRED D. JONES, Belfast, Maine.

S.

Bickford,

The program for the meeting of the
Boy Scouts Monday night was postponed

in order that all the Scouts who were
present might assist in the search for the
little Stevens and Ferguson boys, who
had gone astray in the afternoon and the
Scouts did a good turn in securing a trail
of the little fellows.
Two more boys
were elected to membership, Pearl Grady
and Guy Lowell. The annual hike to the
coal pockets at Searsport has been postponed to next Saturday on account of
The questions for the
stormy weather.
Frank L. Whitney, who recently re- next
meeting will be presented by Carturned home from overseas, is clerk for roll Pottle.
The program will be given
Merle Whitcomb, truckman, who has by the Raven
patrol. The Scouts have
opened a small office in the building ad- been invited to take
part in the “cleanjoining Fred Timm’s shoe store. Tel. up” week program under the direction of
connection 214-11.
Mrs. Cecil Clay in the city and will offer
The Boy Scout camThe Penobscot Bay Electric Co. are their assistance.
wiring one of Emma Carter’s houses for paign for new members will be June 8th
to
14th
and
it
is
expected that there will
the installation of a 4-horse power electric motor washer and electric irons, for i be an additional increase in membership
All members who are to
the new Water street laundry to be con- in this Troop.
make the hike to Searsport on Saturday
ducted by Fannie Carter.
|
will meet at the High school building at
The Eastern Star will have a social eight o’clock in the
morning.
j meeting next
for
the purFriday evening
The Shoe Factory team won by a marpose of raising funds for the floral work, i
The meeting will open at 7 30 and there ; gin of 8 pins in an exciting game at the
will be card playing and other games, Ward alley last Monday evening. The
also sewing and knitting. Light refresh- : winners have two new members, Reams
ments will be served.
Tickets 25 cents. ! and Lyons, and expect to make good
future records. The score:
W. L. Sturtevant of the Fordson facWARD ALLEY
tory, Dearborn, Mich., is in Belfast and
will demonstrate the Fordson tracto at
d
w
<v
cm
the farms of Herbert Black and George
B. Dyer for the rest of the week.
«
«
Farmu
g
-m>
2
5
c
O
-C
O
.S
O
ers or anyone interested are invited to
>>
j
?
W
CC
CU
H
H
witness these demonstrations. Call B.
72
80
95
69
85
401
O. Norton's store for the details of time !
76
70
92
79
101
328
and place of this demonstration.
79
77
81
77
83
397
The Daughters of Veterans Afternoon
93
84
113
81
94
465
Club met with their President, Mrs. Myra
92
83
114
78
91
458
1
Dutch, Tuesday afternoon. Picnic supper
1
was served at 6, after which all adjourned
451
392
456
386
454 2139
to Memorial hall for the regular meeting.
SHOE FACTORY
The following delegates were elected to
X
attend the convention to be held in AuCfi
rj! burn, June 17th: Dora Bridges, Della Fris- I
c
^
»
c
O
2
o
Ethel
Lizzie

The Sophomoers of the B. H. S. had
their class ride to Camden last Saturday.
The Hospital Aid and Club will meet
Friday at 3 p. m. with Mrs. Eugene L.
Stevens.
The cards calling for the junk men
may be obtained at the store of Read &
Hills. Also call there and leave your
tinfoil.

j
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out of the taxes to be assessed and collected for the year 1919, and issue notes
hie,
Pettee; alternates,
Clary, j
M
in the name of the city for that amount;
«
§
2
b
£
Susie Hanson, Minnie Salter, also Mrs!
said notes to be countersigned by the
3
d
-2
fc.
2
H
Salter was initiated in the order. The
and
committee
on
ac;
Mayor
finance,
Afternoon Club is invited to meet with
81
82
417
93
73
88
counts and claims.
Rose Sprague, May 21st.
76
74
78
80
94
402
Ordered: That the sale of fire works
81
94
82
70
89
416
At the store of Fred D. Jones may be
for Fourth of July celebration be not per77
89
97
79
84
426
seen several framed pictures of unusual
mitted.
97
84
87
103
486
115
Ordered: That at least two of the mem- merit done by Carl B. Weston, who is in
bers of the proper committee approve and charge of the phonograph department.
423
j
412
465
389
458 2147
sign all bills submitted to them for ap- Three are portraits reproduced from
magazine a.tides and one is the reproproval.
Bells.
The Mayor was instructed to make his duction of an operatic music scene, the
drafts for the following bills:
reproduction of a picture by Montgomery I
MARSANO-ORINO. The marriage of
B. O. Norton, motor trucks, $3,653.84 Fiagg, published some time ago in the
Boston Post.
Mr. Weston came here Charles S. Marsano, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Metcalf & Eddy, water investiII Marsano of Belfast, and Miss Louise
305.65 about two years ago from Waltham, G.
gation,
Mass., and has had only the instruction M. Orino, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Estate L. A. Knowlton, gravel
Orino of Rumford, took place at 9.30 a.
550 00 j received in the public schools of that city. ;
bank,
m. Wednesday, April 30th, at St. AthanUnion Safe Deposit & Trust Co.,
Mrs. Arthur W. Morse was ca'led to
church with Father A. J. Barry
62.50 Dexter last Thursday by the serious con- asius
Treas. bond,
officiating. They were attended by Miss
dition
of her husband, who was at the
The matter of uniforms for the night
Elizabeth A. Marsano of Quincy, Mass.,
watchmen was referred to the committee I Exchange Hotel suffering with concus- a sister of the
groom, and Mr. Fred Orino,
sion
of
the
brain.
She
on police, with power to act.
writes that he is a brother of the bride. The bride was
The committee on street lighting was improving and will return home this
becomingly gowned in navy blue satin
Mr. Morse arrived in Dexter on
instructed to investigate the matter of week.
and carried a shower bouquet of roses
street lighting and report at the next the morning passenger train, was walk- and lilies of the
valley. The bridesmaid
ing down the station platform toward the wore navy blue Georgette crepe and carmeeting.
The following appropriations were made baggage room when the big bag of wool ried carnations and sweet
After
peas.
for the ensuing year:
weighing in the vicinity of 100 pounds, the ceremony a dinner was served at the
was thrown from the door of the
00
0
..$
9,0:
express
Contingent.
home of the bride’s parents. The dining
It struck him on the head and he
700 00 car.
Property Revaluation.
room was decorated in
white and red
Interest on Bonded Debt..
9,770 U0 was rendered unconscious for a brief roses and the reception hall in evergreen
2 000 00
Swanville Road
period.
and
white
roses.
The
newly-weds left
9 000 00,
Highway and Bridges
A neatly framed diagram of the sur- on the afternoon train. They will spend
State Aid Highways.
1,333 00 |
Sidewalks
5.000 00 render of tlie German fleet, 21st Novem- their honeymoon in Boston, New York
Sewers.
1,500 00 j ber, 1918; the meeting of the Grand Fleet and Washington, D. C. They will make
Fire Department. 3.500 00 : and German
High Seas Fleet at Rendez- their future home at 108 upper High street
P fee Depaitment. 3,100 00
vous
by order of Admiral Sir David in Belfast, where Mr. Marsano is a part2,910 00 i
Paupers.
G. C. B., G. C. V. O., D. S, O. ner in the firm of G. B. Marsano & Co.
Street Lighting
4.850 00 Beatty,
Memorial Building Expense. 2,300 00 Position Lat: 56 degrees, 11 minutes N. There were many guests from out of town,
Mainterianc of City Team.
1,400 00 Long.; 1 degree, 20 minutes W.; has been including Mrs. G. B. Marsano of Belfast,
Miss Elizabeth A. Marsano of Quincy,
200 00 j presented to G. A. R. Commandery, BelBrown Tail Moth Expense.
100 00 ! fast, Maine by Capt. W. V.
Park
City
Pratt, U. S. Mass., Mrs. Chas. Rumazza of Rochester,
Water Supply.
400 CO
Navy commanding U. S. New York, April, N. H., Mrs. P. J. Rumazza of New York,
800 10
Machinery and Tools..
1919.
The veterans are very happy over Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Orino of Portland,
00
and
Rifle
70
Range.
Armory
their prize and gave Capt. Pratt a rising Miss Nettie Drago of Chicago, III., Miss
Interest on Temporary Loans.
1,200 00
Annie Carini of Rockland, Mr. Louis
2 000 1)0 vote of thanks for his thoughtful kindDiscount on Taxes.
Carbosa of Booth bay Hart or, and Mr T.
ness.
800 00
School Contingent.
Sullivan and Mr. H. Wieler of Portland.
Free Text Books and Supplies.
2,000 00
WEST
Belfast.
Miss
Sabra
left
Dyer
750 00
A reception was tendered to the bride at
Superintendent of Schools.
1,000 00 on the noon train Monday, after spend- her home on Tuesday evening, which was
Repairs and Insurance..
Free High School
5,100 00 ing the week end at her home....Mrs. Ab- attended by many friends and relatives.
100 fO
Medical Examination
ide Toothaker of Searsmont spent Satur- She
received many beautiful gifts in100 00 j day and Sunday with friends in this viTaking School Census.,
cut. glass, silver, checks, linen,
General School Purposes.
12,500 JO \ cinity....Mrs. Fred Toothaker and Mr. cluding
etc.
The groom is well and favorably
and Mrs. Everett Hamilton and chi dren, known
in his home city.
He has but
$ 4,103 00 | called on Mr.
and Mrs. S. Whitman
recently returned from Camp Devens,
An ordinance was passed in concurand
Mrs. John where he was with the drafted men of
Newcomb, Sunday....Mr.
rence regulating pawn-brokers and junk J Waterman cailed on
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Waldo
Many cordial congratudealers, providing for their license for the j Hayford Sunday....Mr. and Mrs. Herbert lations county.
are extended the
happy young
sum
of £2d 00 per year and requiring ; Kimball entertained Mr. and Mrs. John
couple.
them to report their purchases. The full j Waterman and Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene
text may be found in the advertising colCYNTHIA PENDLETON RHOADES.
Wood, Saturday evening.
..

The Ladies Sewing
POORS Mills
Circle met with Mrs. Arthur Higgins last
This week it will meet at the
! week.
of
hall.... Riverside Grange met last Thurs1
once.
Mr. and Mrs. I
ayd evening with a good attendance with
into the Francis Gil- l visiting members.
A lunch was served
1 Inward W. Hatch has of sandwiches, doughnuts, cake and cofThis
A good program was given.
fee.
••tion with the Belfast
grange has a service ilag with twelve
where he has been emstars, one gold star in Honor of Perley
x months, and left last
Dutton....A surprise party was given
her
Haven, Cl., to visit his Vesta Higgins last Saturday, it being
also Georgie DagL Hatch.Maurice thirteenth birthday,
gett, her tenth birthday. Eighteen of
m
the Navy, recently their
Ice
young friends were present.
furlough with his par- r ream and cake were served....Mrs. Jane
lii Winfield Lufkin.
Her son,
Cole has been on the sick list.
h received a telegram
Carl Cole and his wife of Camden have
mg him to report at once I been with her for a few' days, returning
revenue cutter Gresham
home last Monday.... Mrs. Carrie Wood
more, Md., where he is w'as sick last week but is better now'
aerator on that vessel, Her
mother, Mrs. J. E. Sheldon, was
is destination Tuesday
with her last Saturday....Mr. and Mrs.
Austin We'lman, who have been on the
:
Pearl Brook farm the past year, have
henery of Concord, Mass., gone away on account of Mr. Wellman’s
for a few days on busi- 1 health....Mrs. Dora Wagner was a recent
o.ered at the Windsor.
guest of Mrs. Underwood.

Twombly c,f
Waldo, who will

Charles

1919.

Wedding

The above analysis is given in full bewe h lieve the tax payers of the
city should have full knowledge of all
the processes which enter into the decisions of the. City government.
On behalf of the city council,
C. W. WESCOTT, Mayor.

H. W. NlcKie has

That

city treasurer, be, and he is hereby authorized to borrow the sum of twenty
thousand dollars, payable Sept. J, 1919,

cause

Frank A

478 44
56 45
730 00
43 74
18150
132 40
50 00
54 90
140 00
324 00
15 30
31 32
29 17
lt*2 16

Total.$4,841 97
The following orders were passed in

city.

■

Department.

City Team.
General School Purposes.
Armory.

285.20

$20,839.82

Belfast should be much larger than it,
is and one of the requisites to bring that
about certainly is to make it increasingly
attractive, not only to our local people
If $1.50 can
but to our summer visitors.
be obtained in business for $1.00 expended, it is good judgment to make the expenditure; the same should apply to a

are

s

Paupers.

200.00
150.00
200.00
900.00

It will be further noted that the present
members of the city government are
among the heaviest tax payers of the
city and voted in accordance with their
best judgment as they would in handling
their own business, and for a tax rate
which would perhaps apply to them more
strenously than to a majority of the people of the city.

dional for sidewalks
usual appropriation of
clieye that everyone
ondition of our sidemperative necessity of
ice

100.00

which have been made and be able to
show something done, the other to barely skimp along with a little lower rate,
ami merely keep body and soul together.
'I'nis has already been done too long for
the best interests of the city and we are
experiencing the inevitable result of the
same.
It is believed the people will be
better satisfied in the end to carry the
city along in a fairly proper way with
safety from further indebtedness, rather
than to merely get by or to run behind.
The increase for schools is due to the
extent of $2133 this year to an average
increase of approximately $100 in the
s ilary of
each teacher.
It may be a
question as to whether this full increase
was wise this year, or should have been
extended over two years, but it was
recommended by the school committee
who are in closer touch with the pulse of
the school alfairs, and the city government gave deference to their judgment.
The increase applies to only 2-3 of the
present year.
Starting as it does in
September the full increase as granted
will obtain in 1920, which w'ill call for a
little over 51,000 further additional for
that year.
With the higher salaries for
our teachers and with the difference in
cost of living, Belfast should compare
favorably with other cities in the salaries
paid and the best results possible should
be expected from our school department.

propitiations of $20,-

:

4

Text Books.
School Repairs.

Journal,
The Victory

r

Liberty

Loan Drive

Belfast the Second City in Maine
and Exceed its Quota.

to

PERSONAL.

Raise

Capt. R. W. Warren was in Rockland
business last Thursday.
Wilmer J. Dorman left Monday on a
week’s visit in Boston on business.

on

At 3 50 p. ml Thursday, May
1st, all
the bells and whistles in Belfast proclaimed the fact that the city had reached its allotment. Belfast not only raised
its allotment of $193,500, but exceeded it
by about $5,000, and without the banks
subscribing. Belfast is the second city in
M ine to reach its quota. Of the towns
on the honor roll the order is as
follows:

Miss Lena Rose of Islesboro was in
Belfast recently, the guest of Mrs. M.
W. Rich.
Mrs. William V. Pratt and Miss Annie
V. Field are spending the week in
Brook-

line, Mass.

Brooks, Searsmont, Morrill, Thorndike,
Jackson, Knox, Swanville, Searsport,
Liberty, Waido, Winterport, MonroeU
Stockton Springs, Troy, Freedom, Pros-

Miss Anne M. Kittredge is
spending
the week in
Brookline, Mass., the guest
of Mrs. Prank Sargent.

Burnham. Our county had its full
Mr. Clarence Masterman of
Atlantic,
quota of $410,800 Tuesday afternoon with Mass., was the
guest over
of his
$415,250 subscribed and 8 more towns to cousin, Miss Verna Dyer. Sunday
report.
Miss Gladys Marshall is
Mrs. Cecil Clay, chairman of the Belsfending the
fast woman’s committee, was assisted by week in Waterville, the guest of her sisMiss Sue M. Partridge and Mrs. S. S. L. ter, Mrs. Marjorie Murray.
Shute on the publicity committee, and
Mrs. Linda N. Knowlton left last Thursalso by the following solicitors: Mrs. j day for a few
days’ visit with relatives in
Charles M. Thomas, Mrs. Herbert S. Waterville and
Vassalboro.
Morey, Mrs. Arthur W. Morse, Misses
Isaac S. Hills went to Portland
Marian and Sara Frankel, Kate Warren,
Monday
Mrs. Warren A. Nichols, Mrs. Walter J, to represent Excelsior I.odge, F. and A.
M.
at
the
meeting of the Grand Lodge.
Clifford, Mrs. C. Chipman Pineo, Mrs. i
Ben P. Wood, Mrs. Edgar L. Harding,
Mr. and Mrs. Selwvn
Thompson have
Mrs. Ansel M. Lothrop, Miss Clara B. returned home
from St.
j
Pda.
Keating, Mrs. Florence C. Fernald, Mrs. where they have been forPetersburg,
several months!
Percy Webber, Miss Katherine C. QuimCharles E. Knowlton left Tuesday for
by, Mrs John A. Fogg, Mrs Fred R.
Poor, Mrs. S. A. Parker, Mrs. W. A. a short visit in Boston and was accompaStaples, Mrs. Frank L. Towle, Mrs. Fred nied by his mother, Mrs. L A. Knowlton.
G. Spinney. The amount raised was $14,Walter C. Gordon arrived home last
750.
The helmets given as prizes for the Friday from
overseas' service and is the
largest amount sold and for the largest guest of his
mother, Mrs. Leroy Staples.
number of subscribers were held at last
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Russ have rereports by Miss Sara Frankel and Mrs.
turned home from St. Cloud,
W. A. Nichols.
Fla., where
they spent the season at their new winter
Mayor Element w. wescott, chairman
home.
of the men’s committee, has received
telegrams from. James Dean of Boston,
Miss Clara B. Keating left last Thurschairman of the district committee, and
day for Boston, where she will attend
Harry A. Rounds of Portland, State chair- Miss Mary
E. Pierce School of Stenogman, congratulating him and all assisting raphy.
in making the excellent record of placing
Mrs. James H. Howes left last
Belfast second in the list of cities to raise
Friday
their quotas. He has also received a tel- for Campello, Mass., where she will visit
her
Mrs.
Richard
P Whitman,
daughter,
egram from Mr. Rounds extending congratulatinnsand commendation on Waldo and family.
Mrs. William A. Coombs of Camden
county reaching its quota, the second
formerly of Belfast, arrived Sunday to
county in the State to report.
enter
the Tapley Hospital for surgical
Liberty has the following unusual sub- 1
treatment.
scriptions to its credit, similar -to those
Dr. Edith M. Kidder of Dexter, a forin former drives: J. J. Walker $20,000;
Miss Katherine Walker, $10,000; Donald mer practicing osteopath in this city, was
a
recent
visitor of Lieut, and Mrs. Ross
F. Walker, $5,000; Miss Ellen E. Hunt, i
I. Hammons.
$3,000.
In Morrill the women solicited all the '■
Mrs. W. L. West left last
Friday to
subscriptions, receiving $5200, while their visit relatives in Boston and vicinity
allotment was only $3100.
Later she will go to Wood Have;, and
Burnham without tiie assistance of Bass Beach, N. Y.
either men or women sent in its full
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. W. Perry of Portquota, through the personal efforts of C. j land will arrive
to-morrow, Friday, to
F. Mitchell.
spend a few days with Mr. Perry’s mothW. E. Kotman of ISorthport subscribed 1
er, Mrs. Alice I. Thombs.
pec

<

■

$1500.

List of subscriptions for Belfast of $500
and over April 30th to May 6th, included:
Mrs. Sarah Knight,
$1,000
Mrs. Harriet Bray,
500
A. B. Stantial,
1,000
Mrs. Mary E. Hamilton,
1,000
Cecil Clay,
500
500
Mary E. Pierce,
Mrs. Mary Whitmore,
500
Maria II. Bailey,
1,000
Mrs. W. L. West,
500
Allen L. Curtis,
1,000
Mrs. F. L. Towle,
500
John A. David,
500
Mrs. Ellen F. Cross,
1,000
Mrs. Essie P. Carle,
1,500
Louise II. Ferguson,
1,000
Mrs. Elizabeth Wyman,
500
Mrs. Rose E. Ladd,
3,000
Mrs. Joseph Tyler,
1,000
Fred A. Jackson,
10,000
A. C. Tuttle,
1,000
Mrs. Susan C. Carter,
500
Lottie B. Young,
1,000
Otis B. Patterson,
2,000
Mrs. Walter G. Hatch,
500
Mrs. Henrietta Marsh,
1,000
Ellen C. Gay,
500
Mrs. Stella Baker,
1,200

Mrs. Maria W. Knowlton and Mr. and
Mrs. George WT. Davis have returned to
their home on Congress street after
spending the winter in Miami, Fla.
Mrs. J. L. Stevens, who has spent the
winter with her son in
Kennebunk, Me.,
returned on Saturday evening’s train and
has opened her home on Swan Lake Ave.
Mrs. Warren A. Nichols, and Mrs. I,.
A. Putnam, left. Saturday for Boston and
will be the guests for two weeks of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas A. Mitchell in Roslindale.
!

ellen f. Patterson
Mrs. Ellen F. Patterson died Thursday
at her home on Northport avenue, the result of a paralytic
shock, which she sustained about a week
She had previously enjoyed excelago.
lent health and had recently returned
home from Wakefield, Mass., where she
Mrs.
spent the winter with relatives.
Patterson was born in Northport, July 1,
1836, the daughter of Abner and Maria
(Bean) Mammons. She was twice married; first to Gilman Hall and later to
Rufus K. Patterson, both deceased. Mrs.
Patterson found her greatest enjoyment
in her home and its duties and was alShe had
ways faithful to its interests.
for many years provided a home for Vernard and Eva Hal!. Of her own family
two sons survive, Leslie T. Hall of Wakefield, Mass., who with his wife had been
in Belfast the past week, and Frank H.
Mall of Belfast. Three generations of the
descendants of her daughter, the late Mrs.
Ada Ward Brier, survive, Mrs. Goldie
Ward Carter, Mrs. Ada Curtis McRae
j
I and Frances Adelaide McRae, all of Bel| fast. The funeral was held at her late
i home Saturday at 2 p. m., Rev. Arthur
E. Wilson of the First Parish, Unitarian,
church officiating. The interment was
in the Hall lot in Grove Cemetery.

morning, May 1st,

Mrs. C. S. Webber returned last Thursfrom Portland, where she went to
consult an eye specialist and is very much
encouraged in regard to their improvement.

day

Mrs. Vaughan Hamilton and Mrs. K. L.
Flanders and two friends motored here
from Brookline, Mass., and are spending
the week in the Flanders’ cottage at

Bayside.

Mrs. Melvin Cunningham and daughter,
Mrs Ross E. Beckwith, have opened their
cottage at Temple Heights for the season
and will spend the greater part of the.
summer there.
Miss Edna
Cures, a student nurse
in the Eastern Maine General Hospital,
arrived
Bangor,
Saturday to attend the
funeral of her great grandmother, Mrs.
Ellen F. Patterson.
Miss Annette A Holt, who is employed
Washington, 1J. C., will arrive home
Monday for a month’s vacation, which
she will spend with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William Holt.
in

Kenneth C. MeCorrison left \\ eduesday for Boston, caileci by the telegram
The
committee
in
of
the
Red
charge
Adjourned.
stating that the body of his father, Geo.
Waldo County lost one of its oldest
Cross knitting makes a special appeal to
L. MeCorrison, drown several months
residents
in
the
death
May
Saturday,
3rd,
all who feel tint they can knit at least
ago, had been recovered.
THE CHURCHES
Pendleton, widow of the late
one article during the next six
weeks, to of CynthiaRhoades
Miss Elizabeth A. Marsano left Saturof
Lincolnville.
Mrs.
Stimpson
at
once
get yarn
According to the presday to return to her duties in the Fourth
Services will be held next Sunday ent plan someone is obliged to spend three Rhoades was born in one of the first log
Grade
of the Quincy. Mass.,
public
morning and evening at the Universalist afternoons each week at the room in order cabin homes in Northport Jan. It), 1828.
schools.
She came to attend the Marthe daughter of the late Thomas and
to give out yarn to the few who may ap
church; Sunday school at noon.
i
sano-Orino
in
Rumford.
wedding
Her girlit would be a vast help t.i the com- Grace (Drinkwater) Pendleton.
Services will he held next Sunday at ply.
Perley C. Allen, representative in tiiis
mittee if they might give it all out as soon hood was spent in Northport and her marthe North Church at 10.45 a. m. with as
life
the
ried
at
Lincolnville
with
Beach,
locality of the Sayman Products Co., is
possible, and so De free from these olliee
preaching by Rev. Wm. Vaughan; Sun- I hours. There are about twenty
of a very few years when she
spending a few weeks witii his sister,
sweaters, exception
day school at noon.
lived
at
Criehaven.
She
had
a
Mrs. R. M. Carter. Congress street, while
very
hapa few shawls, and a
good many muiilers
working in this city and nearby toy ns.
Services will be held next Sunday at ; to be made. Please signify your willing- py disposition, a Dright mind and found
complete contentment in the simple life
ness to Help by call.ng at Memorial hall
at 10.45
the Baptist Church
Emery I. Clement of Belmont and
a.
m.
she always led.
She loved tc real and
Elisha I Brown of Belfast, who were
Sunday school at noon; Christian En- for yarn today (Thursday) or the followwas always industrious about
her
well
or
called
to Camp Devens in the draft of
m.
Tuesday.
Prayer meeting this, ing Saturday,
deavor at 6.30 p
ordered home and even within the last
Waldo county men, have received their
j Thursday, evening.
A delightful May party was given at ; two years had earned the greater part of
discharges and are now at their homes.
At the First Parish church Sunday ! the North church pariors Friday after- I her living by knitting, etc. She had alWinfield V. Colby, one of the Belfast
morning Rev. A. E. Wilson will preach noon. The plan originated in the Pri- ways enjoyed the best of health and her
1 on
hoys to serve in the famous 26th DiviChanning’s Baltimore Sermon of 100 mary Department who were assisted by death resulted from organic hrart trouble
sion, has received his discharge from
Years Ago. Church school at noon.
All the Parish social committee, Mrs. John instead of the infirmities of age. She
R. Dunton, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher and Mrs.
Camp Devens and is now ui'h his parHer
was beloved by all who knew her.
cordially invited to these services.
EAST BELFAST.
Charles M. Craig.
The guests were the i only daughter, Miss Elzira Rhoades, has
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. I,. Colby, 8a Cedar
Rev. W. H. Gould occupied the pulpit children
:
street.
of the primary classes and the always remained at home and made her
of the Universalist church last Sunday mothers
Games were enjoyed and a mother’s comfort her first consideration
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gross and family
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Smyth of Boston
j
morning and evening, He plans to preach short
program was given consisting of a at all times. One brother of a family of of Lewiston, have moved to their home have returned to Belfast an 1 opened their
at Stockton Springs next Sunday before
avenue.
and
home on Northport avenue.
song by Hildegarde Rogers
Mr. Smyth
Gladys I nine survives, Emery O. Pendleton of on Searsport
f irmally replying to the call recently exSeavey; song by Alice Davis, Dorothy ;j East Belfast. Her funeral was held at
Mr. Donald B. Rogers went to Castine has sold his business as an architect and
tended to him by the Belfast parish.
Leach and Ora Rogers: and recitation, her late home Monday at 2 p. m., Rev. i
contractor
and
to
make their
they plan
Monday in the interest of the Penobscot
Methodist
Several school songs were Bion W. Russell of the Camden MethoRev. Alice Davis.
People’s
Church,
permanent home here.
Bay Electric Company.
j
Charles W. Martin, pastor; parsonage, sung led by Mrs. E. S. Pitcher. Misses ! dist church officiating. The interment
Karl F. Darby returned Tuesday from
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Innes went to
No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213-11.
Sun- Dorothy Ingalls and Lillian Davis had was in the family lot in the Saturday
Portland Saturday, where Mr. Innes will Boston, where lie went to accompany his
day morning, preaching 10.45, “Mothers’ charge of entertaining the children as j; Cove cemetery in Northport.
pareiits, Mr. and Mrs. Walter S D arby,
resume his position in the Portland and
Day;” Sunday school, 12.00; Sunday even- well as preparing the parlors for the par- j
! the former going for medical treatment..
Railroad station as bookkeeper,
Albany
OTIS H. CUMMINGS
They also served, assisted by the
ing, preaching, 7.30; Tuesday evening, ty.
He lias resumed his position with the
Mrs. William E. Fish of Elangor has
Ice cream and fancy j
Diligent Club meets at the parsonage at Miniietoska Girls.
Penobscot Bay Electric Co.
(’arher
Mrs.
Jennie
been
visiting
aunt,
cakes
child
were served.
Each
was pre- !
Otis H. Cummings was born in North- j
7.30; Thursday evening prayer meeting,
Mrs. Emma B. Pitcher is in Augusta
She
returned
Tuesrow for a few days.
West
sented
and
a
with
a
March
Northport Sunday
maybasket
7.30; preachingat
jonquil, j port,
14, 1848, the only son of
to attend the third
A cordial invitation is extende
at 2.30.
Otis and Abbie (Pendleton) Cummings. day morning and Mrs. Carrow went with ! today, Thursday,
John Cochran Chapter, D A. R., held
spring meeting of the Maine Federation
to tile public to attend the services at our
About 25 years ago he moved to Phila- her to consult her specialist, Dr. Clough.
their annual meeting last Monday evenof Women’s clubs at the Augusta House,
church. Strangers in town always weldelphia, Penn where he has since residMrs. Pitcher is chairman of the music
I nig at the home of Mrs. Hazel S. Bowker
STOCKTON SPRINGS
and was employed as travelling salescome.
ed,
with Mrs. Viola R. Mayo as assistant
j committee. The address will be by Gov.
man and
general agent for the Postum
I Carl E. Milliken.
The annual parish meeting of the First hostess. Miss Emeroy Ginn, regent, preThe town passed its allotment of $15,Cereal Co. of Battle Creek, Mich.
His
Parish, Unitarian, church was held at sided. The .oil call was answered with death occurred
Mrs. Amos J. King and little son,
April 29th in Wheeling, 000 of the Victory Loan late last week,
the church Monday afternoon with Miss items on current events on D. A. R. news.
Mr. Cummings is very and at this writing has a satisfactory Spencer Mathews of San Juan, Porto
! West Virginia.
Charlotte W. Colburn acting as clerk in Miss Isabel Ginn read a selection from the ;
Rico, arrived in New York Tuesday.
well known at Saturday Cove, North- oversubscription.
the absence of Mr. Wilmer J. Dorman. Literary Digest, selected by Miss Millie
! She will spend Sunday with her sister,
:
where he kept store and was for
The Cong, church was filled last Thurs- Miss Avis M.
The following were elected for the ensu- i M. Mitchell. The nominating committee, port,
Morison, in Springtield and
In his boymany years the postmaster.
ing year: Standing committee, Thomas Mrs. Julia G. Ferguson, Mrs Etta G. hood and
day evening by friends of the Parents- plans to reach Belfast next Tuesday.
early manhood he assisted bis Teachers Association movement. A
;
I W. Pitcher, Elmer A.
R.
Simmons
Mrs.
Viola
and
Charles
I
repro- She will remain here for an extended
Sherman,
Mayo,
the late Otis Cummings, in the
W. F'rederick, F’red T. Chase, H. E. Mc- ported the following list of officers who father,
gram was arranged for the scholars and visit with relatives.
Mr. King will join
of a public house, and was
Nickerson spoke entertainingly at d her in the fall for a visit.
! Donald, Thomas B. Diusmore, Charles S. were elected for the ensuing year: Reg- management
Supt.
i
known to the travelling public in the
to the point.
Several committees were
Bickford, Dr. Eugene L. Stevens, James ent, Mrs. Ida W. Mahoney; vice regent,
days of stage coach traffic. He is surWilmer J
Dorman; Mrs. Pearl K. Hills; recording secretary, vived by his wife, two children, Mrs. ; appointed and ^he organization is taking
j H. Howes; clerk, H.
NORTHPORT.
I treasurer, James
form.
Howes; Trustees, Mrs. Clara H. Seekins; corresponding Ralph P. Russell and Mrs.
George P.
i Messrs. Dorman, Frederick and Howes.
secretary, Miss Amy E. Stoddard; treas- Riley, both of
Sergeant Geofge Avery arrived home
Six cottages were opened at Temple
Belmont, Mass., also by
urer, Miss Isabel Ginn; registrar, Mrs. one
sister, Annie Helen, wife of. Capt. A. with an honorable discharge and a joyous Heights April 27th, and the weather
Through the personal efforts of Maine Mayo; historian, Mrs. Evelyn C. Frost;
C.
on
Saturday morning. When here conditions were line.
Batchelder, Court street, Belfast. His smile
Hills, Norman A. Read, Albert C. Wells, chaplain, Mrs. Julia G. Ferguson; auditor, remains
arrived in Belfast Friday, ac- recently on his lirst furlough since he
H. H. Andrews who spent the winter
Edgar M. Hall and Herbert H. Stevens Miss Emeroy Ginn; council, Miss Lucy
more than a year ago, he
his
volunteered
and
the
funeral
wife,
in Auburn, has arrived and opened his
50,000 brook trout fry were placed in the A. Cochran, Mrs. Ella P. Toothaker. Mrs. companied by
to
was
held
inclined
a transfer for duty 1
at
the
Batchelder
was
home
at
10
a.
accept
streams in Morrill and Montville. Mr. Simmons.
cottage, Hilltop, at Bayside.
Tea, fancy cakes and crackers
Hills made the trip last Monday. The were served at the social hour when a m. Saturday, Rev. Arthur E. Wilson of in the Philippines for a year; but given
Mrs. Ralph L. Flanders of Boston arthe
First
an opportunity to
a squad
Parish
(Unitarian)
from
church
ofbring
fry were obtained at the Camden hatch- selection was read by Mrs. Julia G. Ferrived Monday for a few days at her sumarsenal
The
to
interment
was
in
Devens
for
the
Cumficiating.
Edgewood
Camp
ery. They can be had for the asking and guson.
The June meeting will be held ;
raer home, Bohemia, on South shore.
discharge, he decided to come where the i
if lishermen only realized what benefits with Mrs. Frost at her cottage in East mings lot in Northport.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Kotman have
home fires are burning. After greeting |
could be derived from stocking streams Belfast when a musical program will be !
I
Mrs. M. O. Wilson and Mrs. Elijah his parents he hustled to the Trust Co. opened their summer home, The An;
j they would not hesitate to put in their given under the direction of Mrs. Hazel Ritchie attended the Pomona Grange in office and canned a portion of his munifi- chorage, on the North Shore, for the
applications.
S. Bowker.
Searsmont last Tuesday.
season.
cent salary in the Victory Loan.
umns.
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ising

Terms.

Co.

A little, applied without rubbing, will
penetrate immediately and rest and
Soothe the nerves.
Sloan's Liniment is very effective in
allaying external pains, strains, bruiser,
aches, stiff joints, sore muscles, lumbago, neuritis, sciatica, rheumatic twinges
Keep a big bottle always on hand
for family use. Druggists everywhere.

In advance. $2 00 a
Terms
50 cents for three
year, $1.00 for six months;
rann the,
Subscription

THE PAN AMERICAN UNION.
Tins organization is international in its
membership and is made up of the ten
South American republics, the five CenUnited
American republics, the
tral
States, Mexico, Cuba, Hayti, the DominIt is devoted
ican republic and Panama.
to the advancement and development of
commerce and friendly relations among
the above countries. It is supported by
quotas contributed by each country,
based

on

population.

It. claims and aims

to do the work of a league of nations as
far as this can he done without extraIt is in
and plenary powers.

ordinary

political organization.

a

sense

no

The

administration of this country, whether
conRepublican or Democratic, has no
trol over it. Its affairs are administered
the
by a Governing Board composed of
of the. United States and the
representatives of each of the other
Secretary

above named republics, resident

in

Wash-

ington. The Board elects a director genera! and an assistant director who have a
staff of experts and specialists at work {
under their direction. A building has j
been erected in Washington ior the pse
of the Union which was paid for by An- j
drew Carnegie and the contributions of
the several republics. The library, which
is called the Columbus Memorial Library,
contains 4,000 volumes, 20,000 photographs, 140,000 index cards and a verylarge collection of maps, lrie director
general is Mr. John Barrett and we feel
safe in saying that Mr. Barrett knows
more abnut the republics south of the
United States than any other man m the
1
world. The work which the Union is doing is not spectacular, but proceeds quiet-

j

after year

ly year
steadily increases.

its

and

usefulness

The suspicion which

disappeared, and
which Latin America,
has

dices

Elmer Moore, just returned from France,
is in Boston and expected home soon.

Arthur Mahoney of Lincolnville was a
recent guest of his brother, Arad Ma-

Mr. and Mrs. George Fernald, who
spent the winter with their daughter and
family in Unity, have returned to their
home in Troy.
Miss Cornwall, a nurse, who recently
came from France, and had been visiting
Miss Etta Bagley at the Center, has returned to New York,

l

Mr.
is

GoniDers,

much later.

Mr. Burleson

high priest in the temple of Autocracy, an apostle of the new freedom
which gives a few men unlimited and
arbitrary power to do what they choose
regardless of custom, precedent or law.
a

He

j

the preju(with the

;

and

we

We

our

people want

to

fie

wards,

if they want to

children, patronized by the government,

why,

I

sorry, because ir, will sap the
manhood of America
America
am

....

is never going to submit to guardianship.
America is never going to choose tlirallof freedom.”

dom instead
how

see

with

Now let

li is

Wilson’s practice squares
All our forms of
preaching.

transportation such

as

railroads, inland,

coastal and over-seas water a ays are under guardiansiiip.
Our telephone, tele-

a

excels.

of

us

folks, who are
children, promised to
The

compensate the owners of the railroads
while under the management of Federal
if any railroad corporation is
experts,
not

satislied with the award it is instructso indicate to the Director General

ed to
of

bought

Buy Another
and get your

J|

Every person who has subscribed to the" Vidory” Liberty Loan can subscribe again an
the "Yankee Division of Finance,” and
with the Libert)' Loan Button.
on

wear

with

distinction the 2

special

dent’s only

power

of

Even

or on

Instalments

Loan Committee of New

England
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expert cannot tell by
at varnish whether it
is adulterated. That is why it
is

an

so

the part of the Senate lies in his
initiative in negotiation, which affords

The Guaranteed

him

a chance to get. the
country into such
scrapes, so pledged in the view of the
world to certain courses of action that
the senate hesitates to bring about the

of dishonor which would follow its refusal to ratify the rash promise.” President Wilson has demonstrated

For

Is argument needed to show how much
better results would have been achieved
if this country had sent Colonel Harvey
to the Paris Conference instead of President. Wilson?—Boston Globe.
We should hate to think so; but wait a
minute, General: Did the country send
President Wilson to tlie Paris conference?

1918 the sales amounted to

$302,000,000.
us

tariff

that

the

dead, but they will learn

was

a

little later that the tariff

is very much
alive.
It has been sleeping, that’s
all,
sleeping off the effects of the Democratic
hook

worm.

Railroads,

and that smug expert
guardian must notify his guardian, the
Interstate Commerce Commission,
which,

The long heralded League uf Nations
has arrived.
I he mountain has labored
and brought forth a mouse.
One of the
after sitting a while behind closed ioors, i
Paris newspapers says that it is
is to appoint a Board of Referees which is leading
j
but this announcement is premato decide the matter, and after a decision dead,
It is still alive but the poor little
ture.
is reached if it is unsatisfactory to the
thing has infantile paralysis and its early
owners of the railroads or to the Raildeath is expected.
road Administration an appeal may be
taken to 1 lie Court of Claims.
“Behind
The Crown Prince asked Papa if he
closed doors in Washington” a small I
was willing that the telephone, the telearmy of “smug experts” and “guardigraph and the cable lines should be given
ans” are playing Providence for Mr. Wil
back to their owners, and Papa said yes,
son and us “children" while he is in Eumy son, we cannot hold this salient any
rope behind closed doors trying to play longer.
We must shorten our lines of
Providence for the world.
communication.

preserves the

hard

Dodgea

Some folks are fortunate enough always to breathe pure air, and
never get run down by overwork or exposure.
Even these lucky
people do not always escape the contagious colds which prevail at
certain seasons to such an extent as to be almost epidemic. It
is wise to be prepared for troubles of this nature in our climate, and
the one all-important thing is to have at hand a safe, efficient and
reliable remedy to ward off the trouble and danger of such an attack.
For sixty year^ “L. F." Atwood’s Medicine has been a household
standby for emergencies of this kind. It starts up the liver and
bowels, prevents congestion, and restores.the functions to their
normal condition. If you have never used it, get a 50 cent bottle
from your dealer, or write for a free sample to the
‘‘L. F.” Medicine Co.. Portland. Maine.

lpfW\

,
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to mar

woodwork where
transparent varnish is
It
use
Pale Interior.
natural beauty of the wood, is

and won’t scratch white.

For all floors inside use Marble Floor Finish.
It waterproofs the wood, and enables it to
withstand the severest
out

wear

and

tear

with-

marring.

Never take chances with varnish.
Get Devoe and
be sure.
Remember, we guarantee satisfaction.
Ask for booklet—-“Seeing the Brighter Side.**

HalhEllis Hardware to., Ire., Belfast, Me.
B. Payson, Brooks, Me.
o. A. Palmer, Monroe, Me.
farwell Bros., Thorndike, Me.
J. A. Adams & Son, Pnily. Me.
A

I Victory Li ber fy Loa
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“l want you to use ONE can of
SUPERBA Red Raspberries'’
“These berries are simply delicious, the most delicious you ever tasted. They make pies and short
cakes you will never forget. Poured on ice cream—
well say friend—you wouldn’t believe anything
could be so genuinely delicious.

I've sold canned goods for years and really SUPERBA Red Raspberries afford the greatest treat it
has ever been my privilege to offer.
Phone—or be sure and list SUPERBA Red Raspberries on your next order.
I
Did you ever buy your canned goods BY THE
CASE?
I have a real proposition!

IAt
Libert)'

i.

t hese advertisements

the

jL/rhHB for your

ta4e/:

Table,
2»9
Milliken-Tomlinson Co.,

any Bank—Cash

Bros., Ben D. Field, John
Swift, H. L. Whitten Co.,

Fogg,
as a

paid

Antique furniture a specialty. If you
anything to sell drop me a postcard anc
you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS.
Corner Washington and Bridge Streets.
Tel. 253-5
Belfast, Maine.

etc.

nave

DANGEROUS DISEASE
No organs of the human body are so
important to health and long life as the
kidneys. When they slow up and commence to lag in their duties, look out!
I'ind out what the trouble is—without

Get

some

GOLD MEDAL Haarlem OH

old, tried
world for
centuries. They contain only old-fashd
Whenever you
feel
ay.
nervous, ioned,
soothing oils combined with
v t-ak, dizzy, suffer from sleeplessness,
strength-giving and system-cleansing
or
have pains in the back—wake up herbs, well known and used by physiat once.
GOLD
Your kidneys need help.
These cians in thedr daily practice.
are signs to warn you that your kidMEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules are imneys are not performing their func- ported direct from the laboratories in
tions properly.
They are only half Holland. They are convenient to take,
doing their work and aTe allowing im- and will either give prompt relief or
purities to accumulate and be convert- your money will be refunded. Ask for
ed into uric acid and other poisons, them at any drug store, but be sure to
GOLD
the
which are causing you distress and will get
imported
original
are
driven MEDAL brand. Accept no substitute*.
destroy you unless they
•
from your system.
In sealed packages. Three sizes.
Capsules at

once.

They

preparation used all

are an

over

the

am

prepared

to

do all kinds of tr icking

Main and Cross streets, and they will
ceive prompt attention.

Telephone

1

W. W. BLAZO,
126
_

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.
_

McKeen's Orchestra
Lloyd D. McKeen, Mgr.
172

High Street, Belfast, Maine.
Phone 126-4

tf!4

to

"finish the
t.\y

job”
'11^1

of

V

war

financn

—

Now is the Time to Bin

|

re

connection.

Belfast Farmers’ Union, Bramhal!

Farm
Garde
SEEDS

TRUCKING
I

by

England

“

GOODS of every descrip

SECOND
tion. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves

Eurniture and piano moving a specialty
Leave orders at the stable, corner of

tor

IIP

...

WANTED
HAND

Instalments

Hall & Wilkins, A. A. Howes &i Co., Swan-Whitten

part of their effort
{V

MR. SUPERBA
Canned Goods Dealer
Portland, Maine

or

Loan Committee of New

endorsed and

F.

—

on

are

A.

Remember SUPERBA TEAS and COFFEES.
They spend well at small expense REAL ECONOMY."

THE MOST

cold

i<rf~

-

inside

extremely
required,

that the above statement is true.

tii LvCh (&c/< (ur^c.Unrdtt
|i|fi
H&Aft

For outside work and all surfaces
exposed to water, use Vernosite.
It will not turn white from rain or
sleet and the sun will not blister it.

appearance

The Democrats have told

|

rior Varnish
Marble Floor Finish

compelling compli-

on

in

this—the last Jay

looking

son
1

not sp

may

jj

rhe Long LifeSparVarniah

free trader and

Prices hav'e been fixed by the guardi-. versy.
Smug experts have decided the
Iii 1913 Japan sold goods to the United
amount of profit a business concern
should have and proceeded tiien to con- States to the value of $92,000,000. In
care

though they

even

i( An advertisement orif,:
the Victory Liberty 1.
||j for
the American Expeditionary

Just about 19 years ago Woodrow Wilwrote this in his book:
“The Presi-

a

ans.

any

think,

If you have

Get what you
pay for

can

graph and cable systems have been in
thralldom.
Our gold and a large part of
tile world’s gold is locked in the vaults of What!—Harvey’s Weekly.
We do not think the Globe will ask Col.
Federal Reserve banks.
New capital is
Harvey
any more questions.
not to be had without the permission of
the Capital Issues Committee. We have
After reading about the disagreements
had a War Trade Board which lias been and quarrels of the
“Big Five,” “Big
in full control cf
food, fuel and labor. Four” and “Big T.iree” during the last
This board has even had power to decide five
months, one may be pardoned if be
as to what are and wiiat are not essen- I
asks, “Will the league of nations to pretial industries, and to put the non-essen- serve
peace, do any belter than the
j
tial out of business by shutting oil their i “high
contracting parties” have done?
banking accommodations.
Ihey have spent six months in contro-

fiscate
taking

bought, buy today

not

STRAIGHT FROM l

us

Mr.

the credit for the Loan’s success
go
others who now proudly wear the Bin:,.-?

and stand four square with those who will

MiDunmiHH

important that you should
always buy varnish wdth the
guarantee formula on the can.

ance

have guardians put over them, if they
want to be taken care of,if they want to be

If you have

Liberty

crat.

smug lot of
experts to sit down behind closed doors
a

ft any of

the success of the VkSory” Liberty Loan?
This is, you know, the finishing day of
the last popular Government war loaru

a

partisan Demo-

been

In his “New Freedom" Woodrow Wil-

one

Did you Subscribe? a ^
placently shirk your patriotic duty and W

to ensure

"

ex-

agree with the above with the
reservation that Mr. Wilson has always

PREACHING AND PRACTICING.

pect in meet

What have you done

At any Bank—Cash

years of WoodWilson’s life and ever since he bePresident he has been a
mind
changer. If he ever advocated a single
that
he
did
not
principle
change his mind
on I
have yet to find it out
1 believe
that President Wilson has been right on
more subjects than any public nan I
ever saw, because
he has been on both
sides of all questions.

of Pan-America.

ex-

O

FOR FLETCHER’S
A S T O R I

Winner?

a

!

Buy

came

will join in the formation of a great
as the United States

the flesh and never

Is it

Representative Graham of Philadelphia
said last winter in the House of Repre-

nation to be known

litical savior in

I

Cry

don’t take time to go to court anil

apply for an injunction against the cat.—
Kansas City Times.

row'

in Wasliington and play Providence for
I have never met a pome

H. M. Donnell, Jr., is home from Portland and is with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. H. M. Donnell.

w

by bats and he is going to stick to his
alted calling.

when South America and Central Amer-

“I don’t want

Mrs. Emma Marriner and Mrs. Lenora
Wadlin of Belmont were recent callers at
Leslie Marriner’s.

t.he bricks began to tumble, but Mr. Burleson thinks the noise he hears is caused

tion of thought, and purpose in Central
America, and bringing nearer the day

wrote:

Clyde Marriner of B. H. S. spent the
week-end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Marriner.

11 not step down and out till the
temple falls. Mr. McAdoo left when

work of the Union have been

son

honey.

j

exception of Mexico! lias fell towards
this country, is being gradually oversentatives:
come
I’erhaps the best results of the
Long hack through the
the unifica-

ica

Miss Elizabeth Thompson of Melrose,
is teaching our school.

Miss Helen Morse of Los Angeles,
The community was greatly shocked
is with Mr. and Mrs. Rodney
Wednesday, April 23rd, on receiving by Calif.,
Thomas for a time.
telephone the startling news that the entire buildings of qur old townsman, Fred
Mrs. Frank Gelo and son Clarence spent
Bagley of Detroit, were consumed by fire, a day in North Searsmont recently, the
including one pair of horses, two ponies, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rokes.
j three cows and three hogs Origin of the
Mr. Charles Thompson has sold his
j fire unknown. His sister, Miss Etta, who
farm to Mr. Strout of Connecticut. He
came from Boston to spend the summer
at the Center had several trunks there has moved to the farm with his family
and Mr. Thompson is boarding with Mr.
containing all her valuables all destroyed.
She was waiting for better traveling to and Mrs. Arad Mahoney.
bring them to Troy.
30c., 60c. and SI.00.
Thursday, April 24th, was a happy day ;
CENTER MONTVILLE.
and the
Mr. Debs has gone to Atlanta, sentenced for little Miss Phebe Sargent,
four little tots who met with her to cele- i
to serve ten years in prison. He has been
Mrs. C. F. Conner of South Montville
brate her 3d birthday. Older ones came
a plotter and an
out-spoken enemy to the in the afternoon, who enjoyed with them is very ill.
government of the United States for the nice treat of ice cream, cake, candy,
Mrs. G. A. Palmer of Liberty is at W.
were taken J.
He had a fair trial and his guilt pop corn and apples. Pictures
Bean’s for a few days.
years.
of the happy group.
Mr. and Mrs. Arwas clearly
He said in court thur
Mr.
proven.
and Mrs. Carney Shure got home
or
no
expense
pains
Sargent spare
that he despised the law, defied the ad- that will promote the health and happi- Thursday from Chelsea, Mass.
ministration and wished to see this dirty ness of their idolized only child. That
J. J. Clement recently accompanied
she may live to ever be the light and Frank
and rotten government overthrown.
Bachelder of Portland to the EastHe
joy of their pleasant, happy home is the ern Maine Hospital in Bangor.
also said he would call a general strike heartfelt wish of their
many friends. Mrs.
Mrs. Sarah J. Sanford died April 22nd
if he were sent to prison, but he changed ! Sargent, nee, Miss Angie Smith, is first
his minu about that and went to Atlanta cousin of Rev. Ashley Smith, so well and at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Rose
She was the widow of Henry
known in Belfast, and vicinity. Downer.
jauntily as if he did not anticipate that favorably
Sanford.
Funeral Thursday and interhe would remain there very long. There
ment in the Smithlon cemetery, FreeTHE CAT AND THE FISH
dom.
are a great many people who would not
In a sinful world it is America’s job to
he surprised if the prison doors opened
A bad accident recently happened at
see that no European or Asiatic power
for the release of Mr. Debs at some
& Quigg’s mill when James Pert
shall stand sentinel over the Panama Cooper
cut one of his insteps severely with an
psychological mement, perhaps a few days canal. We may have the highest regard
axe.
An artery was cut and if his comfor the power that would like to do so.
before the next presidential election.
Everett McKechnie, had not imBut we have an even higher regard for panion,
provised a tourniquet with handkerchiefs !
And we don’t propose
our own safety.
Mr. Gompers has told his labor friends,
and lugged Mr. Pert a long way to the
to leave that question to an alien body
it would have gone hard with him.
and the general public also, that Mr. like the
i camp,
league of nations to determine.
Burleson will sooner or later be ordered
When there is fish on the table we don’t
Children
to step down and out..
It will be later leave the cat alone in the room with it,

the West Indies felt towards the United
States

Mass.,

ance.

one

Inch length in column, 50
•nil 35 cents for paeti subsequent insertion.

Fred Sanborn of Albion has bought the
Roderick Coffin place.

The Cook’s Corner Sunday school was
reopened April 27th with a good attend-

Sloan’s Liniment scatters
the congestion and
relieves pain

square, one
cents for one week

For

EAST SEARSMONT

TROY.

\ WHEN NEURALGIA
ATTACKS NERVES

I

We have the largest variety of seeds and pn
Give
are much iower than in catalog.
us a call before buying elsewhere.

A. A. HOWES & CO,
Groceries, Drugs and Meuibines.

1r
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America is willing to feed Europe, even
at considerable sacrifice to herself, until
Europe’s crops begin to mature next July.
But Europeans should understand that

neither

our

food supplies

nor

our

good

e

.T^zior.

nature are inexhaustible ar
shall expect them to go a loofeeding themselves after the
begins to come in.—Danville i

News.

UNITY
Harland Dean went to Kent’s Hill April
28th.

Mrs. Ella Thompson
ter, Mrs. Lizzie Wiley.

Mrs. Duncan Jones is visiting relatives
in Bangor.
Frederick Hall went to Belfast
ness April 28th.

Hunt.

busi-

on

in

Infants

and

Children.

upervision for

over 30 years.
Allow no one
in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations and
d” are but Experiments, and endanger the

>"U

.-^ai

Iiildren—Experience against Experiment.
Kind You Have Always Bought
l

rht.

a

Mr. and Mrs. M. F.

guest of her

household goods and will

move

Adelbert Millett.

brother,

Dr.

Word was received here April 28th that
the little son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Trull of Benton was very sick with pneumonia.

very interesting program was presented after which refreshments were served.
They will serve a public supper of baked
beans and pastry at Victor Grange hall
f riday
night, May yth. Admission,
children under 12 years, 15 cents; adults,
20 cents.
a

For

Over

THE CENTAUR COMPANY.

30

NORTHPORT.

Years

NEW YORK CITY.

00,
|
REE LIBRARY.

In the heart of the fool. 1918,

Juvenile
MARCH, 1919.

n.v

iology.
ire; present
American

n

304 R 6 3

1918
till Arts
and James

r

Gray, Joslyn.

The French twins.

■re.

mal for pig

THE

Arts.
1 dreamed

he

Victoria
1910.

-cum.

738 R 11

X-P 99
J-R 51

WRECK.

I stood upon

a

883 C 72

■ralityplay.

822 2 Kv

rock bound

iitnan.

China;

And send their crests in scuttered spray
afar.
The night was wild, the storm rack
drifted in,
The sea in torment seemed to writhe and

leap,
The elements with their infernal dm
Mocked at the tossing of the restless
deep.

and Travel,

a

exploration,

Bright on a rocky headland gleamed a
port in litlight;
nii.
1918
T 51 An 2 j Its beams across the waters flinging far,
A beacon through the wild and
murky
..ham.

■

T 88 B 39

night,

Sending its message like

a

guiding star.
a mighty

From out the storm t here drove
T 51 B 41

1917.
;>son.

if America.
T 73 F 22
hi

rn

.T 45.5 H 76

Swiftly

lo pile her shattered hull upon the
strand,
Where the foul wreckers, silent vigil

chronicle of

he Japanese
111!
T 52 K 83

kept

l

2 Baxter.
■

white North.

To lure the mariner to hostile land;
Never again lo proudly breast the
wave,
O’er tropic seas where gentle breezes

.918.

B R 67 4

...
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pean War.

Miss Angerana L. Stevens died at her
home in Northport April 27th after a long
illness.
She was born in Northport in
1838 and lived the greater part of her life
there.
She was the daughter of the late
James N. and Alice (Mahoney) Stevens,
and is survived by her niece, Mrs. Chester Sheldon, who was like a daughter to
her.
Miss Stevens had been a great sufferer for years and about a year ago underwent a very severe surgical operation.
Funeral services were held Tuesday at 2
o’clock at her late home, Rev. Charles
W. Martin of the Methodist church of-

The following poems were selected as
the best written in the Freshman English
Class of Searsmont H>gh:
By Helen Plaisted, The Red Cross Nurse.

When Uncle Sam declared the
Upon the German foe,

The remains of Capt. William J. Gillespie, a former official at National Soldiers’ Home at Togus, who died recently
in Somerville, Mass., were brought to
Saturday Cove, Northport, April 24th
for burial.
He was a veteran of the
Civil War and well known in G. A. R.
He was a
circles throughout Maine.
summer resident of Saturday Cove, having married Annie Shaw, who died a few
years ago.
They came each season to
live on the old Johnathan Shaw place,
and Capt Gillespie was there last summer for his last v sit.
His remains were
ac: ompanied by his nephew, E. H.
Gil-

lespie.

war

The women then as well as men
Were called upon to go.
The Red Cross Nurse at once prepared
To cross the ocean so blue
To give her life if need be so
For our dear old flag so true.

ficiating.

By Ruth C. Robbins.
On the

shining Quantabacook

Glides
Fish

my

little birch canoe

playing, birds are singing
Hearing them not, I dream of you.
Always admiring you, my lad, as
are

Over there in France you fight
In the midst of war and strife
Ever changing wrong to right.

SWANVILLE CENTER.
|

Joseph Marden, who has been ill, is

much better.

SANDYPOIM.

Mrs. Charles Stevens is caring for Mrs.
Wm. Patterson and baby.

Mrs. Roy Page is visiting in Appleton.
W. B. French
Mass., for a visit.
Mrs.

is

Mrs. Adelaide Morey
Rockland for awhile.

in
is

Mrs. Nellie Cunningham has been in
her home the past two weeks.

Rockland,

home

Edgar Heath has lately bought
B. O. Norton, Belfast.

Lewis Murphy has a sheep that is the
proud mother of triplet lambs.

from

a car

Miss Mary Erskine is in Boston and
vicinity for several weeks.
Mrs. Ralph Curtis has returned to Rockland after spending a few days here.
Rev. James Henry, with his w'ife and
baby, who are in town, spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Bates.
Mrs. Maurice Ames and Mrs. Fred
Hartson have returned to Connecticut
after spending several weeks with their
parents, Capt. and Mrs. S. M. Grant.

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson were
week-end guests at the home of Hon. C.
M. Conant, Winterport.
Ben Knowlton has moved his family
back to their home, and Mr. Hartman
has arrived and taken possession of the
farm he purchased of Mr. Gross, formerly the Horatio Marr place.
Swanville is to celebrate her centennial
during the month of August, 1919
April
24th a meeting was held at Comet Grange
hall to make arrangements for the celetration. The meeting was called to order

1918.

ranee.

1918. 940.91 L 36
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sea

“infamous falsehood”

statement regarding

in

to transmit matter criticising him

the telegraph wires and of being “chief
lobbyist of the publishers,” sent the fol-
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acid-disturbed take

U. S. MERCHANT MARINE
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presented experienced
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secure

FREE TRAINING

new aid to digestion comfort H
today. A pleasant relief from g
the discomfort of acid-dvspepsia. B
MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
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preparation

license
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DECK OFFICERS
and
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MAKERS OF SCOTT'S EMULSION
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schools
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on a

over

“I accept your challenge, issued in your
statement published in to-day’s papers, to
publicly present all facts of moneys raiseu by the Publishers’ Advisory Board, its
expenditures and all details in connection
with myself and this organization before
any representatives named by you and at
any time or place at your convenience. I
shall place myself entirely at their disposition as to examination under oath in
connection with all these expenditures.
“In return I challenge you to similarly
produce and make public your records of
the moneys received by you and the
profits made by you in connection with
convict labor on properties owned by you,
a convict labor system, which competes
with free American labor, and in which
whisperings, brutality and ferocious punishments were the methods of extricating
adequate labor from its victims.”
“Whoso keepeth his mouth and his
tongue, keepeth his soul from trouble.”
Proverbs xxi, 23.
Two or three months since, a leading
publishing house offered to librarians
throughout the United States prizes for
the best five reviews or criticisms of a
new
book just put out by this house.
The story was “The Tin Soldier” by
Temple Baily. Saco people, particularly
the Thornton Academy alumni, will be
proud and pleased to learn that the first
prize, a check for $50, came to Miss Edna
Goodier, librarian of the Sweetsir library
at the academy.
Miss Goodier read the
book, liked it and sent her opinion to the
publishers as requested, not expecting to
win a prize.
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friendly tobacco in the
because, like friendship,
been allowed to
ripen natur-

nothing

forced

or

Farms,

Sites for Summer

a

Hotels and

truest sense,

ally

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

lilNE MT3AL RAILROAD

unnatural.

give opportunity to tliose desiring to
a change in location for a new

make

There

are

“hurry up”

start in life.

ways with tobacco but

only patient ageing (two years in wooden
hogsheads) can bring out the mellowness that sets
--Velvet apart.
m

M

Roil

Undeveloped
Power,

Unlimited RawMaterial
AND

Good

You

know what mellowness is—now think of a
good
friend who is never harsh to

*•---

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations are invited and will receive attion when addressed to any agent
of the Maine Central, or to

you.

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

>

There you have the
about Velvet—

big thing

MAINE

CENTRAL

PORTLAND,

mellow friendliness.
You and

Velvet—begin
friendship today.

60

•*usmM.

4

RAILROAD,
MAINE.

Peptiron
A Real Iron Tonic

For

Sale

ACRE

I
On the Poor’s Mills road, 1 l-li miles
from the city,
lls nearness to Hie city,
high elevation, beautiful scenery, good
substantial buildings, ami th best of soil,
'are some of the things that make this
place a most, desirable countrv home. It
j ;s especially adapted to poultry business
and has houses f< r one thousand hens. As
a truck farm it can’t he beat, being very
early land and free from late and early
frosts.
It has an orchard of .t()0 young
apple trees, besides pears, chvrrb-s and
plums and berries. Wood enough for
home use.
Artesian well at the door.
House contains six rooms, and is lighted
by acetylene gas. If interested inquire of
EVERETT L. HAMILTON,
At the Greenhouse, Belfa t, Me.

|
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THE

Water

Velvet Cigarette

a
Velvet's nature-aged
mildness
ana smoothness make
it just
right for cigarettes.

VALUE
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PORTLAND PENPHMNfi CO.„_ PORTLAND, ME.

of dr awin’

Low

DWICHT P. PALMER-OWEN BROTHERS

d

your dealer for PORTLAND br&nd

Combines iron with nux, celery,
pepsin and other tonics, nutrients
and digestives. Of wonderful help
in nervous weakness and debility.
Made by C. I. HOOD CO., Lowell, Mass.
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week.
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because it is

tenders.

Mark well the reefs where sirens sweetly

940.91 Em-3

1918.
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WRIGLEYS

every

To where the jagged rocks await their
prey,
And we can only watch until the dawn
Shall show us where the lurking dangers

y.

•■ut.

■

packages—but look
for the name

him.
That was before the days of motion
pictures, and the conversations of the
theater pest were eonhned to idle
gossip,
to comments on the play, to discussion
of
persons nearby, and such trifles.
But now another kind of a theater
pest
is among us, born of the picture show.
This pest is the one who reads aloud the
subtitles and explanatory paragraphs that
are thrown upon the screen between acts
and who reads them aloud for the benefit
of all around within a radius of 10 or 12
feet.
fanny Lawson is rescued from drowning by Stephen King, visiter to the village, and falls in love with him,” he reads.
You settle back in your seat and watch
the scene, which soon shifts, and another
legend is flashed upon the screen. You
can read as well as the
pest who sits behind you, but he relieves you of this
trouble.
‘She makes the acquaintance of
Capt. Cross of the Mounted Police, who
tails in love with her, but she has
already
given her affections to King,” ,e reads in
a loud monotone.
You squirm and grit
You turn and try to impa'e
your teeth.
the pest with a fierce look, but the
lights
are turned low and the pest can’t see that
terrible threat in your eye.
Any^way, he
is impervious to scorn or ridicule. He
thinks you are admiring him, and he
reads the next legend louder: Claudia’s
husband discovers that King is a crook,”
etc.
And so it goes to the end.
Only a
mighty effort will succeed in discouraging
him into silence.—Kansas City Star.

the dream was true, false beacons call

940.91 D 32-3
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Steer for true lights through all the
storm and strife.
And trust them safe to port, your bark to

story of

will find

three flavors
the sealed

COURSE IN NAVIGATION, six vst ks. His f
third iiinO-'s In :•
or higher; open to men of two years' deck
\ten.a-, ocean or eoastwn*.
equivalent in fisheries, or on lake. t»;t> or sound.
FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one month, tits for
assistant engineer's license or higher. o;- n to nun of m
n
al ,;n
ing experience, m haling locomotive and s'ationnr v
ini-"
ma>
g; mars.
mar.m
engines, graduates of technical schools irui mar:
oilers arid w-ii

sing.

William,

all

FREE

life,
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YOU
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Hold lirm your course upon the

A record

H.

recognized that talkative person as an
intolerable nuisance, and the
campaign
for his suppression almost
eliminated

Mrs. A. A. Barden of Winterport is at
I
of j the home of her son Fred for a month’s
visit.

The Reading Club met April 28th with
Mrs. £>. Jennie French.

lay.

18

E.

Fifteen years ago there began a Nationwide protest against what was known
as
the “theater pest,” the person who
persisted in talking in a loud
whisper while
the show was in progress.
Everyone

us on

ry Remsen.
.nine. 2 vols.

'. u

Damm,

lay.

of Theodore

iy

C.

far from her port she found a rocky
grave
Where sister ships in wrecked confusion

agraphy.
min.

the

W.

play,

T 98 M 23

h.

with tattered sails she onward

swept,

Swift.
■i

bark,
Lurching across the tumbled waste of
foam,
Her course held steady for that gleaming spark,
That beckoned her as would the lights of
home.

Tuscany.

j
:

J-P 99

sand.

.f Odysseus
l'roy. 1918.

in

J-P 42-3

And watched the tumbled waves break
o’er the bar,
To fall with thunderous roar upon the

ferature.

ti

1918

J-G 79

strand,

fine

elain,

1918.

Pyle, Howard.
Merry adventures of Robin
Hood.
1917.
Twilight land. Fairy stories.
1894.
Ritchie, Lily Munsell.
Chicken Little Jane. 1918.

636.4 N 71
mt

W 585-3

Bocks.

Kathleen’s probation.
Perkins, Lucy Fitch.

advertising,

Moore, Hattie Phillips; reception, Mrs.
Kay Robertson, Mrs. James
Webster,
Uamm; literary
Hattie
kiern>!rei
M. Nickerson, Herbert program,
Farnum, A. D.

Mrs. Charles

Donald i'laisted was operated on for
appendicitis April 22ud at the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Plaisted, by Dr. Simmons of Bangor and Dr.
Pearson. He is getting along nicely.
After the regular meeting of Rosewood Chapter, O. E. S., Friday evening,

to Bruns-

wick.

Use

T. Nickerson, chairman.
After
discussion the following committee
elected: General
arrangements, A.
T. Nickerson, H. P.
White, C. M. Thayer
Ben Farnum, Dr. F. C.
Small; invitations
and
were

Moody; decorations, J. W. Nickerson,
Nickerson, McKinley Damm;
Mrs. Hiram Harding went to Benton
Milbury Hunt is doing public car driv- \P0IilS’ Ralph Robertson, Ralph Brown,
A.
D. Moody; girls’
ing now, as the roads are better and he is
recently for a few days.
sports, Ruby Gray,
Agnes Nickerson, Hazel
licensed to that effect.
Nickerson; dancDuncan Jones, who has been in Bangor
Lawrence Damm, Everett
Brown,
Mrs Flora Ames, who was called here IP*>
for treatment, has returned home.
Dr r• C. Small;
Mrs. E A.
recently by the sickness and death of her Robertson, Mrs. refreshments,
Alberta Nickerson, Mrs.
Walter Hurd has purchased a full bloodmother, Mrs. Emma Berry, has returned H. P. White; parade, F. P.
ed calf of parties in Danvers, Mass.
Webb, T. H.
home.
Curtis, C. A. Damm.
Mrs. George Jones is visiting her brothThe new
pastor, Mrs. E. E. Harrison,
er, Moses Stevens, at Unity village.
arrived April 26th, and preached Sunday,
PEST OF THE MOVIE.
the
27th.
All are corA. L. Farwell and Arthur Berry have
Subject, Faith.
dially
The
invited
Man
to attend church next SunWho Reads Aloud the
each purchased horses of E. B. Hunt.
Explanaday, May 11th.
tory Paragraphs.
Mrs. Grover Dobson is packing her

i You Have Always Bought has borne the signac lms. II. Fletcher, and has been made under his
<■

is visiting her sis-

Miss Angie Millett spent last week

Belfast,

A.

some

Mr. and Mrs. Martell McLain spent

Sunday recently with

Mrs. Etta Magee is visiting relatives in
Hampden and Bangor.

for

by

SEARSMONT.

I

CITY

ELLIOT

HOSPITAL,

tveene, N. H., offers a course of instruction in medical and surgical nursing of
2 1-2 years. Salary given. Classes now
For further information adforming.
dress.
ELLA McCOBH,
2in!.o
Superintendent.

FOR SALE
RESIDENCE AT CITYPOINl
Oneand three-fourths acres of land.
Buildin# in first class condition. Five minutes
walk, from station.
Price St,000.
Inquire of
15tf
II. L. SEEKINS, Belfast.

Incubators
Expecting to install a Mammouth Hot
Water Hatching Machine, we oiler for
sale our regular equipment, consisting of
12 Cyphers 390 Egg Incubators.
1
210
Also
2 Automatic Brooder stoves—each 500
chick capacity.
Phone 243-4, or write
PINELAND POULTRY FARM,
6
Belfast, Maine

Farm for Sale

price second hand parlor SMALL FARM IN SEARSMONT
Very gcod buildings. Nice tillage land
and kitchen stoves,
Never failing well of water.
Price reasonable.

J. AUSTin McKEEN.

Cash

or

easy

P. O. BOX 192

terms.
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UNION, MAINB

Colonial Theatre

SPRING MEDICINE
Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is Needed Now
As Never Before—
Because, although the war is over,
its work, worry and excitement have
undermined your reserve strength.
Because the coughs, colds, grip and
maybe severer illness, have broken
down your power of resistance.
Because Winter’s work and close
have
worn-out
confinement
your
stomach and exhausted your blood.
Can you afford the good long rest
the doctor advises?
If not, take a course of the famous
old medicine,—the one that mother
used to take,—Hood's Sarsaparilla.
It’s the finest extract of Nature’s
purifying, vitalizing and strengthmaking roots, herbs, barks and berries, such as physicians prescribe,
prepared by skilful pharmacists, in
condensed and economical form.
Tf you want the best Spring medicine you’ll surely got Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Hood's Pills help the liver.

Horses, Harnesses, Carriages, Automobiles, Cows, Pigs, Shoates
other articles too numerous to
mention, at my

STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE,

Saturday, May 1Cth,
At 10 o’clock

a.

m., rain

or

shine.

This is to be the first of a series
of auctions to be held every two
weeks and ail goods will be sold for
the high dollar.

Consignments solicited. Come and
get a bargain.
A square deal for both buyer and
seller.
VV. L WEST. Owner.
J. F. SHELDON,
\Auctioneers
M. K. KNOWLTON,

}Auctioneers.

f

^

Oriental

Embroideries
:

able Runners

Scarfs, Ltc.

Hand-Made Laces
of

Some
SILK and LINEN.
very attractive designs and prices
within the reach of all.

j

Scott & Bowne,

Some with the new round necks.
Prices from SI.00 to $7 00.
Wt would be pleased to exhibit
these goods to anyone who would
like to see them. Telephone or
call
AMY L WILSON,
SUE M PARTRIDGE

Elmer H. Clements has
chickens.
G. H. Clement
Saturday.

j

Bushman, Bayne and Pearl While, Tuesday.
Never have the brilliant co-stars. Francis X Bushman and Beverly Bayne, had
a more exjoyab'e vehirle than “The Poor

WILLIAM A, LAMS, Prop,,

For Sale
right.

W. L. West, Belfast

HOUSEKEEPERS
you have finished
your spring
do not burn your rags, parubbers
and
other
sal vage. Turn your
pers,
waste materials into money.
I am paying the highest market prices for rags,
papers, magazines, iron, metals, rubbers,
bag.' and burlaps. Phone 229-4 or drop a
postal and I will call promptly.
SAM FREEDMAN,
16 Cross St., Belfast, Me.

After

houseclcaning,

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to our neighbors and friends for their
kindness in our recent bereavement; also
for the flowers sent at the funeral.
MU. and MRS. RUDOLPH SANDERS,
MR. and MRS. J. W. SANDERS,
*
Mr. and MRS. H. L. CURTIS.

DR. CLEMENT
EYE, EAR, ROSE and THROAT.
Howes’

Building, Tuesdays.

OFFICE HOURS-9 to

12,

1 to 5.

18t

WANTED
PUPILS TO TUTOR for High School
or Business College.
Address

147 High Street,
2wl8*

City.

TO RENT

Nazimova in “Eye For Eye” Wednesday.
The wonderful Nazimova comes Wednesday next, in her greatest success,
“Eye For Eye.
The story is a thrilling one of Oriental
love and hate—depicting the two strongest motives in these tiery and passionate
people of the East—where a human life
means
nothing in comparison with a
traditional inheritance.
Hassouna, the beautiful Arabian girl,
born ar.d bred in the desert, falls in love
with a French Naval officer whom she
helps to escape from her tribe who intend
to kill him. This brings the wrath of
her people directly on the head of the
girl and she is left to die in the blazing
desert. The story is one of passionate
hate and passionate love, and is more entrancing than any tale ever told. Be sure
and see this wonderful actress in this tremendous production.

LIBEKTY.
The many friends of Hon. F. F. Phillips
are glad to have him with us again.
Dr. Pearsons of Morrill was in town
last week on professional business.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bradstreet were busivisitors in Belfast one day last week.

ness

a

County Attorney Ralph I. Morse spent
few days in town last week with his

parents.
Miss Cora Bradstreet has been spending
a few days in town with her
sister, Mrs.
Walter Young.
Ervin Moody, who has a position at
the State prison in Howard, R. I., spent
a week in town recently with his
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Moody.
Miss Bridget Whalen, who has been
spending the winter in Belfast, arrived
last week to open the Walker residence.
The family will arrive from New York
the middle of this month.
The girls’ cooking club met Saturday
afternoon with Miss Alice Light at the
Sanford House. There were 12 members
present who cooked and served a fine
Miss Ella Greeley, Miss Izora
supper.
Duncan, Miss Verna Simmonds, Miss
Katherine Sanford, Mrs. Cora Gay and
daughter Edwina of Montville, were
guests of the club.

A down stairs tenement of 5 or 6
Misses Marjorie
student nurse, and
rooms. Apply to the Journal Office- N., of Liberty are
19tf

visitor in Belfast

a

Copyright 1919
Kuppcuheima

The House of

Rebekah

The

district

meeting is in

Hampden May 16th
C. A. McKenney has been confined to
his room two weeks with a severe cold.
A. W. Shaw returned Wednesday from
see the parade of the
26th division.
a

trip to Boston to

Mrs. Arthur Lufkin is clerking at present in C C. Moody’s dry goods store on
lower Main street.
Mrs. Horace Kneeland returned to her
home in Bangor Wednesday, after spending a few days here with relatives
Mrs. Valeria D. Merrill, president of
the Rebekah Assembly, was entertained
by Mis. C. A. Campbell while in town
last week.

The Good Old Life Once More

Miss Flora Smith of Boston, who wis
called here by the severe illness of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Preston Smith, has
returned home.

A

WITH

Capt. and Mrs. O. B. Faulkingham,
who have spent Ihe winter at their home
in Ue Land, Florida, returned to their
home here Wednesday.

young

part

Lemuel Lord has been very ill with a
cold ami an attack of rheumatism.
Rheumatic fever w is averted, however,
and the lad is more comfortable.

THE HOUSE OF KUPPENHEIMER

Ormand

Hackett

left

I ist

week

for

Philadelphia, where lie has a position.
While en route he stayed over night in
South Boston with Mr. and Mrs.
Atwood.

specializes in young men’s sport clothes
—the style hits of the season hear the
Kuppenheimer label.

W. H.

J. Frank Davis of Newburg was in
town Friday to see his cousin, Mrs. E. P.
Goodrich, who is now daily imoroving
after her long and serious illness, which
began Dec. 9th.

The

Howard Crim nin and daughter. Miss
Jeanne Crimmin. left for E isthrook Fri- J
nay to accompany the rein .ins of Mrs.
Crimmin, the wife and moilnr. who died I
in December last.
Services were held at I
the cemetery in E isthrook Saturday* and j
interment was made in the family lot
John H. Young, wh s witnessed Ihe An ( rdinarc-' t> 1'ej.ulate Junk Dealers
p*rade of the 26lli Division in Boston,
and i’awn Hruk.-rs.
Friday, Ap:d 25ih, returned to his home
here Tuesday evening of las', week. Mrs
Re if or l-'in-d by n- Mayo*. A i
n *n and
Young was expected to return earlv Hus C >n in n C >u- cil * me Cay of li.-lfasi,, ia
week acconn a inert by their.-on Carleton. City C u o»l HHnembied:
who s rated as a first cla-s musician in
JUNK DEALERS AND PAWN BROKERS.
Ihe 101st Field Artillery Band and who
C lApler lii.
h s been in France with th- American
Sect 1
N * pers » nh »l>, within the limits
Expeditionary Forces since September, hi mis citv keep or 'Cruev h iv shop, store1917.
noupudding, or p'to of hu.iness, for the

CITY OF BELFAST

ley Hospital.

Knowlton of Belmont,
Cora A. Bradstreet, R.
employed at the Tap-

1

;

>r

Former friends here of Coi. Clement C.

Whitcomb, formerly of Camden, were
pleased to learn that he has been decorated recently with ttie Legion of Honor, the
presentation being made by General Retain
at Tours April yth.
His on!\ son Capt
J. C. Whitcomb, is wi'h the army of
occupation, ort the statf of Col. F. C
Munson.
Col. Whitcomb is the only son
of the late John Whitcomb of Dixmont,
who

was

a

veteran

of

the Civil War.

pure

usr, »oiM-s.'i

>.

siorar

-ale

or

barter of

<1 m*tai, old rags, or
in. any ji:
-eeo
i hAnd artio e* ,t p-rsonal property, or
••tri»cie< of any hi id iiaij illy handed or dealt
in by j
i.k iifdlm; nor *nall any person keep
.i- sin..- miy such articles in any building for
any porp's-, or permit tne same to remain in
aov t>u
’li/aiie Piiice from the City Mar»b a I. any mu
ipal officer, or the Chief Enwipenr in .1 rn vr them, or be a dealer in such
anic ea unhsh du'y licensed to be a dealer in,
or pu* eraser of.
junk and second hand articles
as hereinafter provided.
«r a i«

.*r

Toe municipal officers of this city
such terms and conditions as they
proper, license such persons as they
suitable, to be keepers of shops or
j til
pi.csof business for dealing in such articles
ah aforesaid, at private sale; or to suitable persons
tos buy such articles by the ordinary
m-tnid of purchases from house to house
A ttain the city limits by team.
S

cl.

”a«,
L • rn

How’s This ?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine has been taken
by catarrh sufferers for the past thirtyfive years, and has become known as the
most reliable remedy for Catarrh. Hall’s
Catarrh Medicine acts thru the Blood on
the Mucous surfaces, expelling the Poison
From the Blood and healing the diseased

portions.

After you have taken Hall’s Catarrh
Medicine for a short time you will see a
Sreat improvement in your general health.
Start taking Hall’s Catarrh Medicine at
rnce and get rid of catarrh.
Send for
estimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 78c.
*

Kuppenheimer

tne company of well dressed men

that the exclusiveness of

design

snows to

Kuppi rht
best advantage.

n tr

House

in

Belfast

!

j

j

Of Course Your

Play

j
|

!

»

The floor has

Youngster

the Floor

on

been the favorite place for children tr

ever

••

Why

Z.

o

S-ct. 3.
Any license granted under the provising hererof, shall designate the place where
such business shall b
carried on and the mantier in which such business shall be transacted;
and such license shall be subject to revocation
or restriction, in any
manner, by the municipal
officers. Such license shall be in writing, under the signature of the City Clerk; and the
fees of such clerk for issuing and making such
license, shall be the sum of one dollar and the
license shall continue in force until the first
Monday in May next following; unless sooner
revoked by vote of the municipal officers; and
both the license and the revocation thereof
shall be recorded in a book kept and properly
indexed by the City Clerk.

During Col. Whitcomb’s early practice as
a physician he resided in
Monroe, where
his only son, Capt. Whitcomb, was born.
Mizpah Ri bekah Lodge held a special
meeting on Monday evening of last week
and conferred the degree of the order in
an excellent manner, the work being impressively and beautifully rendered. The
Noble Grand, Mrs. Stella Foley, presided
Sect. 4. Every person so licensed and havand all the officers and a large number of ing a store or
shop, shall put and keep in some
members were present.
Mrs. Valeria D. conspicuous place on and outside his place of
Merrill, president of the Rebekah Assem- business, a sign designating that he is licensed
bly, was present and was much pleased to deal in such articles, containing his name;
with the high quality of the degree work and shall keep a record of all purchases of any
and warmly congratulated the degree staff such articles by him made, with date of purchase, name and residence of the seller—toon its efficiency.
Her remarks were listgether with a description of each article
ened to with pleasure and later in the
bought, in a proper book which at all times
evening she gave the unwritten work by shall be open for the inspection of the munici-

request. Past Grand Master of the Grand
Lodge of Maine, Judge Ellery Bowden of
Garfield Lodge, I. O. O. F., was also present and gave one of his line fraternal and
patriotic talks that was an inspiration to
all.
Brief remarks were made by Past
Noble Grand, Mrs. Nellie Bishop of Aroostook Lodge, Presque Isle, and Mrs. Annie
B. Clements of Loyal Lodge, Monroe, by
Mrs. Joanna Dorrity, also a visitor, and
by Chas. R. Hill, Chas. C. Moody, Carroll
L. Young and others. Mrs. Annie R. Fernald, Past Noble Grand of Mizpah Rebekah Lodge, in behalf the sisters of the
lodge, presented a beautiful cut glass dish
to the president, Mrs. Merrill, in a graceful presentation speech.
Mrs. Merrill responded in well chosen words of appreciation in her acceptance of the token. After
the close of the meeting a dainty collation
of ice cream, cake and coffee was served
by a competent committee, of which Mrs.
Ellen Eaton was chairman.

is in

other

;

—

|

,.

it

pockets and

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,

W. Taint* r has c osed .us association
with the Winterjort Ferry Co an I sold
his motor boat to ihe company
Rdoh
S nborn i.as been engaged lo as,ist. in the
ferry business and began bisduties May I

G. II. Clements, chairman of the Victory Liberty Loan, receive I u message of
rongratul lion on Friday from the N *w
England chairman, James Deane of boaton, and Maine chairman, Harry A
Rounds of Portlaml, on the splendid
showing Winternert tits again nude in
reporting far uvt r he too. The work h is
been entirely performed by the woman’s
committee, umbrUie efficient leadership
of Mrs. George A. Cole, chairman, ami
once more the citizens of the lown h iv:
r sponded
nobly, willingh, generously
and well.

the square patch
exclusive features?

Have you se n the new ideas in sui’s—
the clever seam cff.cls, the w q belts

Miss Hester Crimmin and brother Kennard were cuesls at the home of Mrs.
Isa C'ouillaril during Ihe absence of their
father an* sisler on their si I errand,
from which they returned Mona ly.

i

the passing of the war clouds come the good
times, the jolly week-ends and sport activities that
chaps like so well, and in which smart clothes play a prominent

The woman’s committee on the Victory
Libery Loan had secured 51 subscribers
and a total of 20,200 on Saturday night,
with more expected.

severe

Drug

Prices

was

6,000 lively

»■

Removal

cnes.
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Russell Hall is the guest of friends in
Camden at present.

Constance Ialmadge, Monday.
“Good Night, I'liul!” is Constance Talmadge’s latest production for her Scirit
Star Series in which she is presented by

Rich Man,” which we will show at this
theatre on Tuesday.
Action, romance,
and the exhilarating sort of adventure
is both physical and merit I, m ike
THE OLD CORNER DRUC STORE that
of this five-act photodrama a wholly
delightful feature
Mr. Bushman plays
::s now
Vantyne Carter, a “gilded youth” whose
father
finds
a
un que way lo make
The Belfast
him
Store
buckle down to work and show the stuff
he is made of.
WITH
Miss Bayne plays sweet
Arizona Brown from the West, an 1 she
captures Vantyne’s heart in an unexpeet
ed meeting in "Peacock Alley” of a New
Main Street, foimerly the store occupied Tork Hotel. Both a villain and a clever
auvenluress do their utmost to make Van
by Bert L. Davis.
fail in the work he
undertakes, but with
All tlie former firm’s prescription.' the aid of Arizona, he triumphs. The
carefu.ly filed by Die new proprietor anc story is “dilterent”—it has humor as well
can be refilled at nny time.
Everythin! as red-blooded action. Everybody will
i n drug supplies cm hand at all times.
enjoy “The Poor Rich Man.”
Also on Tuesday will be shown peerless
GEO! GE F. hi NT. DFUGGIST.
(Pearl White in The Latest Episode of
“The Lightning Raider” and a Mutt and
Jeff cartoon.

Good

Bloomfield, N. J.

WIIYILRPORT

Lewis J Selzniek; it will he the feature
j
attraction on Monday.
The pholoplay I
w.is adapted from
the current musical;
comedy sue .ess with the same title, in !
which Ralph Herz made a distinct hit on
Broadway and in th“ larger cities. Walter Edwards, who directed ihe picture,'
lias aptly termed it “the comedy of a !
thousand laughs,” and it is a veritable
bonanza of wholesome comedy situations
heightened by suspense and occa.-ionil
thrills.

Collars of Si k and Linen
Lace and Filet
1

any child grow.

Bryant Washburn, Saturday.

Waist Pattern

I

reveals that the “vitamins” are
needful for normal growth.
Scott*s Emulsion will help

Taken from the original story which
ran in theSalurday Evening Post,“Venus
in the East,” lias been produced as a delightful comedy drama and will he shown
Saturday. Bryant Washburn, Anna Q
Nilsson and Margery Wilson hive the
leading roles in this Paramount Play.
Also on Saturday the Pathe News and a
two-part Sunshine comedy.

So ts and Cloths

Centerpieces

j

so definite in its
to a child
of any age. Latter-day science

Geraldine Farrar, Friday.
Geraldine Farrar proves her right to be
called the star of stars in “The Ilell
Cat,” newest of her Goldwyn Pictures.
Rarely has she been provided with a
more colorful, dramatic role.
Never has
she been enabled to acquit herself so
magnificently in a thoroughly modern
environment.
Though the entire production was
made in the heart of Wyoming’s Rockies, “The Hell Cat” in no sense is a conventional “Western” drama.
Replete
with color and movement, the ranch atis
a
mosphere
merely
background for an
The
uncommonly strong clash of wills.
characters are swayed by pumit.ive emotions and impulses, and in the freedom of
the superb mountain vistas the drama is
played sweepingly and without restraint.
Geraldine Farrar is Pancha O’Brien,
half Spanish and half Irish, with all tile
contradictions this mixture implies.
She
is a woman of impulse, who loves and
hates with equal vehemence and who
moves through the scenes of “The Hell
Cat” a pulsing, glowing figure.
Don’t fail to see “The Hell Cat” Fri-

LINEN and SILKS.

LuncI

ScotrsEmolsicii
help

is

day.

In white and colors, including

“vitamins” in the oil of

the cod-fish—this explains wir?

urge you to come and see it on the screen
with Pauline Frederick. If you didn’t see
it, let us tell you of its central situation.
Emma is the wife of Joe Brooks, a morose clerk in the employ of Captain Williams, a ship chandler. Joe takes advantage of a trip of Captain Williams’ to
South America, and steals some money,
covering up the defalcation by manipulating the books. From a cheap flat the
Brooks’ move to a luxurious apartment.
Emma is ignorant of the reason for the
sudden prosperity. Then Williams comes
back and discovers the theft. Joe realizes
that his game is up. He knows that Williams is fond of Emm*, and that offers to
him the way out.
“Go,” he says to Emma, “and fix it up with Williams—any
way you can.”
The developing situation is one of the
most dramatic ever conceived.
Also on Thursday a famous Mack Sennett comedy entitled “Ladies First” will
be offered.

I shall hold an Auction Sale of

AUCTION MART, SPRING

Nature placed the growth-pro-

moting

"Paid in Full,” Thursday.
“Paid in Full,” as you doubtless know,
is one of the most successful American
dramas, written by Eugene Walter. After
its success in New York, it toured the
country, repeating everywhere its New
York triumph.
Doubtless, you saw it on
the stage
If you did, we won’t have to

Auction Sale
and

THE EXPLANATION

Frederick, Geraldine Farrar, Bryant
Washburn, Constance Talmadge, Bushman and
Bayne, Pearl White and The
Great Nazimova, to be Seen the Next
Few Days.

Pauline

pal officers, or the City Marshal, or police officer on request of either of them.
Sect, 5. Each person engaged in business in

City of Belfast under license as provided
by the laws of the State or ordinances of the
City, as a pawn broker, or as a dealer ir junk,
the

shall make daily return in writing at ten o’clock
in the forenoon to the office of the City Mar-

sha), of a correct list containing an accurate
description of all articles received or held ia
pawn, or purchased or sold, or otherwise traded or dealt in, and the disposition made or
agreed to be made thereof during the preceding twenty-four hours, together with a statement

of the

time when such articles were
pawned, offered for pawn, bought or sold or
otherwise traded or dealt in; provided that it
shall not be required to make return of scrap
iron, bones, waste paper, old rags, old rubbers,
bottles and worn out and cast off clothing,

Sect. 6. The sum of twenty-five dollars
shall be paid to the City Treasurer for the use
of the

City for each license so issued.
Sect. 7. Any person who shall in any manner violate any of the provisions of this ordinance, or violate any conditions of any license
granted under the provisions hereof, shall on
conviction thereof, on complaint,in the municipal court of this city, or some other court
proper to try such case, forfeit and pay not
more than fifty dollars with costs of prosecu-

tion.

In Board of Aldermen, Belfast, Me,, May 5
*
1919. Read and passed.
CHAS. S. BICKFORD, City Clerk.
In Common Council, Belfast, Me., May 5
1919. Read and passe d.
LYNWOOD B. THOMPSON,
Council Clerk.
C. W, WESCOTT, Mayor.
Approved.
Attest:
A true copy.
CHAS. b. BICKFORD, City Clerk.
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Not

Keep

!

It
Clean
?

Naturally,

you want this indoor playground absolutely clean and as nearly
as possible free from dust,
dirt and
germs.
Only by having it thus can

There’s

keep the floor a fit play-place
for your youngsters. Only by using
an Apex
can you
keep the floor
ABSOLUTELY CLEAN.

you

It costs

No other cleaner has such a mighty,
such an evenly distributed, such a
cleansing rush of air as the Apex.
The brush is fixed. It loosens lint and
ravelings—the suction does the rest.

an

to

impede

the

r

Only the Apex combines the
brush with the evenly distri*
powerful suction.

The Apex cleanses your floors, carpets, rugs by nature’s mighty purifier
—fresh air.

“Send

nothing

fid, all-cleansing suction. It dr.■
dirt right up into the bag, leavn
floors clean and fresh—a tit pi
children to play; and the hous<
fresh, dustless—a fit place for !i
beings to live.

run an

only

a

few dollars

Apex, nothing

to

a

y<

try

only $5 down if you decide
keep your house clean and

r

you

■

yom

dren well without it.
Just call up and say:

Apex

on

Free Trial”

Penobscot Bay Electric Company
^*

TO LET
A house of six or seven rooms
at 49 Cedar Street.

LOST
A WIRE WHEEL TIRE and HUB CAP.
Finder please notify
B. O. NORTON, Belfast, Me.

j

The following Masons left Monday for
Portland where they will attend the meetings of the Grand Masonic bodies: Warren A. Nichols, Wilmer J.
Dorman, Clifford J. Pattee, Morris L. Slugg, Allen L.
Curtis, Walter J. Lyons.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

U.

f

1

Tuesday from Useppa U
they had charge of ral
winter and will visit Mr. r
Staples before going to tin
Hampshire for the summer

u~

There will be a Spiritualists’ meeting
at Searsmont tirange hall May 11th at 2'
Mrs. Bessie Wentworth will be
p. m.
the speaker.
,

The public landing has been towed to
the north side of the Eastern S. S. Co.’s
wharf from the Roberts lot near Goose
River. This landing is a very substantial
one and is maintained by the city and
boat owners.

shoes last week

v

'•nave

just bought

an-

Some are good
are old style—
good quality and

,1.

others
,v

Navy, is now
kota, located

one Dollar
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work done.
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! heater advertises picture
week.

|

oakery, restaurant and ice
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for sale.
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Hotel wants table girl at
advertises wire wheel
.ip lost.
.lily, advertises horses for
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"ITers the New Edison on
'hat people with small inable to buy one,
advertises

a

has for sale the Diatread tires, the tire with
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Bay Light and Power Co.
National Mazda lamps to
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at little cost.
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Ins tli-charue at Camp
recently returned from
the 41 ,t Division llead-

bupp

lev

time

at

lie
St.

was

sta-

Aignon,

B.

Aik nson of North
home last Friday from
in Battery D, 303rd Field
h td been ir. active service
n
the Toule section when
w is signed.
He will return
b the
University of Maine,
when called by the draft.
>e

1

FI well, son of Mr. and Mrs.
a
private in Co. G of the
was wounded in the left leg
the armistice was signed,
Argonne forest. He is now
an Red Cross
Hospital, No.
York city.
He will soon be
nip Devens for further treat-

/oj
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harrow from
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Harrowing,
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to
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HOW DOES THIS PROFIT LOOK TO YOU?

Store,

personal

“Farming’s

Made

Fun
With

Byron M. Salter of this city, who returned last week from overseas, is the
first and only overseas man to re-enlist
in Company F, of the Third Maine Infantry of this city, of which he was a
member prior to his going across. Private
Charles B. Merithew was the first reenlistment in the Company, having been
in the regular service at one of the forts
in Portland harbor.
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Henry Ford
a

tires

Fordson”

r-\

shorn,
| the
I

!

president of the Club. Among
topics discussed were the peace coii-

ference

now

in session in

Paris,

!

The In-and-

the fact

| that the character of the mind of Germany is practically the same
today as it
j was
1914; that France will concede
I n,ore in
than might be expected of her as
I she will think iirst of protecting her

boundary. He also touched upon what
i is generally thought about the disposi| tion of the colonies; of the social and in-

ilie FORDSON will
the

drudgery

and

delay

Don t let the live

plow, harrow, plant, harves .thresh—do any belt work. Takes
Works nights, too, when you want it.
your farming.
have you behind! Join tl e ttocession yourself.

out

one

■

]

expressed among
ads in learning of the death at

f Horace Newenham of that
well known in this city
itched on the Belfast baseball
venham was a graduate of
ge and very popular there and
circle of friends. He was a
man and his prospects in the
were predicted to be among
His death was caused by
was

smartest old men in Waldo
'■
H. Rogers of Searsport,
7f)th year.
Mr. Rogers rex feet of cord wood in five
ins wood
lot on the Rogers
s plied the blacksmith trade
'or about SO years and is now
with his son Charles.
In
works on the farm. His
r,m are prominent in school
affairs and on occasions
1
;ke part, he is always to be
crested spectator.

all

|

Paper

20,000 Rolls
IN STOCK

■’rices 10. 125,15,

to

50 cents.
Yours truly,

I'rd D. Jones

Outer

of

Every returned soldier has been invited , dustrial conditions that exist today, etc.
ORDER YOUR FORDSON TODAY
hv Captain Orrin J. Dickey, chairman of It is no tune to use favoritism or partithe Memorial Day parade committee, to Siiisiup a.id those who do should not be
office.
1 hese are
take part in the parade in full uniform, retained in public
and it is hoped that in respect and as a iiui •.> in ih world's history when every
e.iiz
n
Mtou >i
think. lor himself and
testimonial of tribute to tlie many men
he conditions under wuich he is
who will not return from France ami1 * u .y
overseas, that there will be a firm- -ho v- ; living.
mi Du k *y i
ing of the returned army. C
h\ron M. Sliter returned home last:
has invited Lieut. Wilbur O. Coiby of ; T hursduy no a about leu
months’ service
M
...
this city to take command <■' th.
mi., o.cioea*.
lie could not p.t.-s for active
j
ion of the parade, an.i n is exp ct.d that 1 seiv.ee, but Ins had
many « xi iling exthere will be a large number irom Ue>f.:st pel.cnees m h.'v travels over
England and
and nearby towns.
frame,
he was with the first Army
1 he Belfast Board of Tride w 11 ho't a licai quarters g-orps and seiv I as acc. ui.i^iii, as despatch
rider, and later in i
banquet at Memorial bail at s x (/.dock
m
vtiy li. z idoiwi work ot conveying
Thursday evening. May I nn, which ]
promises to be one of the p e; s nt. v ails u. c r» coVi rod men Irom the casualty
He has
of the season.
The speak- r of D,-even i si..liom io hie trench lines
reason* :o always re mem .er the experting will be Mr. William Milton H s
an!
voces ul Argo.u.c woods, the
ex pen
on
bombing of
industrial and hi r rn t ir,:l i
tbe ammunition irams near N
nicy, and
nro >kms, and comes here under the aus- i
!ii
ot
casualties
to
reiuiiitiig
he famous
pees of the Slate Agricultural and l.i- I
-‘-in b.vi.Moii when in as record
work, i
oosl11a 1 L ague.
This League is making J
no saw but could not reach In r to
speak
excellent process in the Stale anil is or- ;
crn.iz .1 in Hi
i iterest of better farmin •, j v. kii hi* Jormer ieuener in tiic li. H. b.,
i.-*s ii. zci Liarnard ot
then
in
Lewision,
maiis.eliiig. business and living, in the*
lieu Lio.*s vvoik ne.iT Foul ue la Maje.
S'uieol Maine.
C. M. Couant of Wiulerpurt an Orlando E. Frost of this city Among tne many souvenirs he brought !
home he values hung George’s letter and
are the directors for VValdo
county.
the memorandum made on it of itie places |
Fay Frost, one of the first Belfast boys he visited. \\ tn e giving credit loall the j
to tie called in the Waldo County
draft, war workers Mr. iSalier is most enthusi- i
has returned home from over sea service astic of the untold good done
oy tne Ked
in the motor truck corps,
fie is still suf- Cross.
He says that very often the
lei.ng from gas, having been injured American soldiers have given of their !
with
both the mustard and chlorine, own funds that this society
might do lor
vv iiile he tells hut little of his experi- those less fortunate.
Everything con- 1
ences he did admit that they were hazsidered he did not find it a hard life, hut
ardous, as he was with the men convey- does appreciate the wholesome discipline
ing ammunition from the rear to the that has done so much for the boys in
Sergt. Raymond E. Lord is the guest
trenches.
That the trucks were so near khaki.
He has a disposition to get all pf his father, Amos P Lord. lie recently
each other that a man could not stand the enjoyment there is in whatever con- returned from ov rseas where he served
between them, that they were not allow- dition he meets.
He plans to again join for 18 months with Co F 10! Infantry
ed to use lights and that on many of the Co. F of the 3rd Maine.
He took
of the famous 26th Division
trips they drove through mud to the
part in the Boston parade and his since
hubs.
He said they coul.j keep the road
Alfred F. Mahar of Calais, who had received his
discharge at Camp Devens.
only by the motion of the truck as it been working for some time for James A. ! rhe New York moving picture theaters
swayed when the wheels left the road. Carleton of Winterport, was tried Mon- i are showing Co. F going over the top at
His route was over what will be known day forenoon before Judge Maurice W. Chatteau
Thierry and Sergt. Lord appears
in history as the American’s Death Val- Lord of the Municipal Court on complaint with his men. The
picture will later he
ley, as the Germans occupied the sur- of Mr. Carleton charging him with break- shown in the theaters in New England.
rounding htlls.
ing and entering buildings where valuable 1
things were stored, with a malicious inHonor Flags and German HelJunior Stevens and Alfred
Ferguson, tent to injure property. It appeared from mets. The Women’s Liberty Loan Comthe six-year-old little sons of Mr. and the testimony that Mahar become
mittee of New England is to award a
proMrs. Herbert H. Stevens and Mr. and voked because Mr. Carleton intended to
special Honor Flag to each woman’s club,
Mrs. Alfred M. Ferguson, were the inno- kill a calf he had made a pet
of, and said patriotic, church, school, or other organcent cause of a great deal of excitement he would leave if the calf was killed. Mr. ization of not less than 10
members, if at
last Monday evening. They left home Carleton paid him the wages due and he
east 75 per cent of the members either
shortly after school and as Junior re- left Wednesday. The Monday previous puy or sell a Victory Bond. Any State I
marked later were going to Boston and he told William H.
Collins, neighbor of crganization, 75 per cent of whose
would have got there at 8 o’clock if
they Mr. Carleton, that he didn’t want that branches, chapters, etc. are awarded
had not been bothered.
They evidently calf killed, that it knew more than all Honor Flags, will be presented with a
felt the call of the woods and spring as the rest
f the stock put together, and Headquarters Honor Flag.
In addition
were
traced
they
up Congress street,
that if it “is disposed of Mr. Carleton to the above, the iirst fifty clubs or orIN GINGHAMS AND
through what is known as the Reeves will lose all the stock he has even if I ganizations in New England reporting to
woods, through the water works section have to put tacks in their feed.” He iocal Liberty Loan chairmen that every
at the Kiddies’ Shop, Church St., next door to National Bank.
and thence to Northport avenue where used even stronger language in
speaking member has bought a Victory Bond, will
they were located about 7.30 p. m. at the of the affair with Mrs. Carleton just be- be awarded a German helmet. Any town
E. HALL.
residence of E. H. Knowlton.
The anx- fore leaving
the house.
Mahar was chairman who sends a letter to Boston
.ous parents of both little lads and all
brought to Belfast Sunday by Deputy Headquarters certifying that an organizatheir friends searched here, there and ev- Sheriff Frank A. Littlefield of
Monroe, tion nas met these requirements will reerywhere without a trace of them. Fi- who had located him in Frankfort, under ceive the flag.
the
Central Telephftne office was the instruction of Sheriff Frank A. Cushnally
:
asked to assist and it was
through their man. He was placed in the county jail
Several
Those Victory Buttons
On Saturd ly, May 10th, I shall have on
kindness that the children were located. to await his trial. When
arraigned Mahar hundred bronze and silver “Victory But- sa le at my str ble in Unity a load of horses
In the meantime Scout Master
Dickey plead not guilty, but made no defen e. tons” were received today by the local weighing from 1200 to 1600 lbs., pairs and
and about thirty of the Scouts
OF
joined in Walter A. Cowan of Winterport, em- United States Army Recruiting Station. singles, mares and geldings. These are
the search and had found their tracks in 1
ployed by Mr. Carleton, conducted the These buttons are of silver for those young, sound horses direct from the
the mud on lower Congress
street, and case for the State. Judge Lord found wounded in action and of bronze for all farms where they were raised; also sevthis afforded some relief as Junior was
probable cause and placed Mahar under others. The button consists of a five- eral set of double harness. Tel. Unity 42.
known to be familiar with that section of
$1,000 bonds to await the action of the painted star surrounded by a wreath and
ED. HUNT.
the city, which he
frequently visited ! Grand Jury at the September term of the with the letters “U. S.” in the center.
with his parents.
1 heir shoes were ru- \ Supreme Judicial
and
he
was
comcivilian
use
with
These
buttons
are
for
Court,
ined, they were wet to their w'aists and mitted. Mahar had his discharge papers clothing to show that a man has been in
weary, but seemed happy that thev had dated April 30, 1918, having served two the service. The easiest way for a man
found blue violets for their mothers. Al- 1
the Canadian Expeditionary [ to obtain a button is to apply in person
years in
fred clutched his in his hand and Junior Forces.
Little is known of him in this l at the United States Army Recruiting
AT
filled his pocket.
Station with his original discharge or
vicinity.
AND
KIDS
send it bv mail to a Recruiting Station.
Discharges should be taken or sent to the FOR SALE.
following Army Recruiting Stations in
MRS. W. H. COOMBS,
this district: 51 1-2 Exchange street,
23 Washington Street.
Ban71
Street.
Exchange street,
Portland, Me;
Me.
3fi
Lisbon
street, Lewiston,
gor, Me.;

5

W on’t Do

NORTON,

Agent for Waldo County,

Belfast,

to

The

Maine

NORTON, Belfast,

I;

who

does

i

—doesn’t

measure

up

daily needs of
this work-a-day world;
—he’s not dependable
enough.
to the

Similarly, the tires you
for your automobile must be prac-

want

tical, dependable, matter-of-fact tires.

\

—the tires that., day
after day, will keep on
piling up mileage, and
pulling down mileage

j

Me.

cost.

SQUEEGEE TREAD

!I
—the tires with the
red sidewalls,
i

—have

one

standing

big

out-

feature—

dependability;
record for taking
the luxury-cost out of
—a

___i

More ftiew Dresses !

man

brilliantly to-day,
—and then flops miserably to-morrow,

$17.50

_____

was

j H NEW'

SQUEEGEE TREAQ

& Son

I

motoring.
If you want a tire that
will make you come
back for more, buy
one diamond.

MUSLINS,

_Q.

gret

r-

|

Lowell formerly of Cas-

ne

FOROSOM.

^ApproximatejReceipts

$3.00

•

organs.

The REXALL

a

Day

Kerosene,

B. O.

Wa* hington
and k:ds for sale.

Cocmln, 23
co

Man,

Per

$10.50

w11! have an auction of 50
iaides Saturd iy.

k

Approximate Co3t3

For sale only by
READ & HILLS.

harrowing.

FORD SIZE TIRES

typewriter

leher advertises
bath

10

FORD-

BARGAINS IN

Rudolph S inders, Mr. and
juti.Mi

digestive

even

over

a

on a

B. O.

bargains in

mui
-e

assimilated bv

his FORDSON doing eusrom
plowing and
for plowing and $4 an acre for
harrowing.
$100 the first weeK with his Fordson.

$1 JO job right now I
You can plow from S to 10 acres a dav with
to 20 acres a day with a FORDSON—
He’s

]requ3st) bought

|

Castine, advertises an
or sale or exchange,
jasmine tea from China

1

a

charged $5

on

a man on

an acre

He made

Belfast,
note from Bozeman,
Maine
Mont., Mrs. William F. Schoppe says:
The public dances given in Odd Fellows
“We are in quarantine again
Billie is
having scarlet fever again just a year hall every Friday evening with music by
from his attack in 1918.
He is comfor- ! McKeen’s orchestra are very popular and
table.” They are enjoying a beautiful will be continued indefinitely.
spring with all the wild (lowers in blos! J he Belfast Teachers* Club meeting
som.
i held in the High School room last Friday
Mrs. Perlie Haines has received from i evening was very well attended
considerher husband, Corp. Haines, now with the ing there were several
other public gathi
Army of Occupation in Germany, a box erings that evening. Prof. G. W. Steof souvenirs, that arrived in perfect con- vens of the
University of Maine was the
dition.
He was then at Neuenahr and | suest of honor and
spoke most entertainsent among many curiosities glass tumb- ingly for about an
hour on “Current
lers and toothpick holders, jewelry, etc. I Events.”
Prof. Stevens was introduced
He sees little prospect of coming home j by Mr. John A.
i
David, principal or the
at present but hopes to before long.
; B. H. S., in the absence of Z. D. IlartIn

ueery

Repair

conditions, and in rebuilddown systems.
ing
Peptona contains organic Iron,
Malt, Manganese and Extract of
Cod Liver Oil, so combined that
it is pleasant to take and
easily

Poetry.”

activities for young men
louse of Kuppenheimer

He

best tonic, is
aid in combating

run

put

This farmer

these

Rev. Arthur E. Wilson of this city has
accepted an invitation to speak three
times at the annual session, the first
week in July, of the Unitarian Sunday
School Institute at Andover, N. H.
He
will speak on “The Music of the Birds,
The Call of the Canoe, and Nature in

News ot Belfast

Two weeks ago a Scituate farmer (named furnished
SON TRACTOR, Plow and Harrow.

our

ideal as an

All the members of A. E. Clark Camp,
S. of V., and the Auxiliary are requested to meet in Memorial Hall next Sunday at 10 a. m. to at end in a body the
Mothers’ Day observance to be held in
the Methodist church with sermon by
Rev. Charles W. Martin.

——

in

Peptona,

the best
p iblic obbut many

was

of the season. There was no
by the city schools,
private parties visited the nearby woods,
and found the wild flowers in general at
least two weeks earlier than tne average.

servance

Ben D. Field.

■

the U. S. S. North Dain Hampton Roads for a

on

May Day, last Thursday,

ROBINSON’S
t-

confinement of indoor work results in a general “falling off”
ot physical fitness.

time.

Three Dollars

iil t’AlR

simple way to add strength
vigor to indoor workers.
Oftentimes the inactivity and

Private Daniel Floyd of this city, who
was recently
transferred from Co. F,
Third Maine Infantry, of this city to the

are

i, f

TO EVERT FARMER-IMPORTANT i

A
and

HOR3ES

!

FOR SALE BY

I

Auction Sale
SO HORSES

Milk Goats

Saturday

W. L. West’s Stable
Spring

FOR SALE

Helen, only daughter of Mayor and
Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, was given a
delightful party last Wednesday evening
in observance of her fourteenth birthday.
The home was decorated in pink and
white, with special attention given the
dining room. The program opened at 8
o’clock with the singing of popular songs,
Miss Wescott at the piano. Then followed a few old and new games.
Refreshments were later served by Mrs. Wescott
assisted by Mrs. S. A. Parker. The dining table was centered with a beautiful
piece of pink and white carnations and
the place cards and favors were novel.
The forfner were hand painted and contained amusing quotations, while the latter were dainty pink roses concealing
caps. At corners were also pink satin ribbons terminating in a Jack Horner pie
comprised of clowns, balloons, etc. After
refreshments dancing was enjoyed with
Victrola music.
Miss Wescott received
a number of dainty gifts.
The guests
were the hostess’ High school mates:
Ruth Dinsmore, Katherine Brown, Grace
Hazeltine, Lenore Thompson, Margaret

Or

Used upright piano.
Can be seen in
Belfast.
Sold cheap as I do not wish to
move it.
W. A. RICKER,
4wl9
Castine, Maine.

FOR SALE
Lawn mowers repaired and sharpened
restaurant and ice cream busi- with satisfaction
guaranteed. Bicycles
Doing good business. Good reason and baby carriages retired and repaired at
for selling.
For particulars enquire at 37 old time
prices. Also general repair work
Main Street Tel. 329-3.
10
satisfactorily done at reasonable prices.
Will buy second-hand bicycle frames.

Bakery,

ness.

TO THE PtOPlE OF BflF/lsl
I will buy your rags, paper, rubbers,
magazines and iron. I will pay you cash
or will exchange for Thrift Stamps. Drop
a postal and I will call.

Rogers, Hillard Buzzell, Carroll Parker,
Alfred Bruce, Bartlett Whiting, Murray
Keene.

Exchange

TEACHERS
of high, grade, or mixed schools, desiring
to make a change in position should write
at once to THE H. W. MANN TEACHERS’ AGENCY, 53 Court Street, Auburn,
Maine. No charge whatever unless position is secured.
4wl8

ED.
■

lw!9*

Condon

WHITE,
St., Belfast, Me.

JOHN F.
2ml9

ROGERS, Machinist,
18 Main Street, Beliast.

TO LET
A rent of six rooms and bath, with use
of stable.
Will be vacant June 1st. ApMRS. J. M. FLETCHER,
ly to
19
183 Main Street.
iZZ
«-

4, H. PATTERSON
Belfast, Maine.
i

THE HEART OF FRANCE.

WORMS MAKE
|
SILK CHILDREN
Signs of worms in children are: “Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip, sour
stomach, offensive breath, hard and full
belly with occasional gripings and pains
about the navel, pale face of leaden tint,
eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids,
itching of the nose, itching of the rectum,
short dry cough, grinding of the teeth,
little red points sticking out on tongue,
starting during sleep, slow fever.
Tile safe method for ridding the child

Perhaps one of the most beautiful tributes paid the Yankee Division came from
French cure, the Catholic priest of
a
Rupt-en-Woevre, who wrore to General

i

No

Lame

Rest, No
or
Aching

Weary Hie lot of

Peace

W ith

a

Back

a kidney sufferer.
Pain and distress from morn to night.
Get up with a lame back,
Twinges of backache bother you all

many

day,
Dull aching breaks your rest at night,
Urinary disorders add to your misery.
If you have kidney trouble,
Reach the cause—the kidneys.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for the kidneys

Nevwied, Germany,

SICK STOCK
BOOK on treatment of Horses, Cows,
Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sent
free,
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary Medicines, 156 William St„ N. Y„

Danger
Columbia

of Socialism
Is Voiced By

Butier.

President Makes Plea for the

Maintenz .ice of American

Principles

in

BY SNELL SMITH.
The Western District of the East Maine
Methodist Conference is one of the first
to go over the top by having 100 per cent
organization in connection with the Methodist Centenary.
Rev. A. E. Luce of Bangor, the district
superintendent, who with the pastors of
the local churches is largely responsible
for this tine showing, said yesterday in
his report at the Boston headquarters that
the Centenary has caught the vision of
the people and has made them see the
world need.
“It has brought to the pastors a new
sense of the emergency of the present
situation and has made their work seem
“To
more worth while,’’ said Dr. Luce.
the laymen it has brought a realization of
the vital relation between Christianity
and progress.
Real prayer has been
stimulated, and young people have felt
the call to go into Christian service,”
Now that the organization is complete,
the Western District is holding itself in
readiness to do its part efficiently and enthusiastically in the great Centenary
campaign for 5105,000,000 which is to
commence May 18.

Nicholas Murray Butler,president of CoHave made an enviable reputation in i
lumbia University and formerly a candiBelfast.
date for vice-president of the United
Mrs. O. H. Stiles, 7 Union St., Belfast,
States on the Republican ticket, declares
“Last spring, I was down in bed
says:
that the most pressing question that now
with kidney trouble.
My feet and limbs
confronts the American people is whether
swelled and pained so I couldn’t sleep at \
we shall go forward by preserving those
night and my back pained both day and 1
American principles and traditions that
1
have served us so well, or substitute for
night, and 1 was dizzy at times. I couldn’t
do much about the house and had to leave
them a State built not upon the civil libof
most
my work go undone, t was feeling
erty of the individual but upon the plenso
miserable.
Doan’s bidney Pills had
ary power of organized government.
been used in my family with good re“Socialism in the large, vague and genso
I
tried
I
them.
this
!
medieral
sense of the term,” he said, “means
got
sults,
cine from A. A. Howes & Co.’s Drug |
simply social reform. In that sense every
forward stepping man or women is a soStore, and after using it I got better. 1
have felt free from any of my former
cialist.
But in the strict and scientific
troubles since.”
sense of the term it involves not social
Price SOc. at ail deaiers.
Don’t simply I
reform, but political and social revoluask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s I
tion.
It is the name for a definite public
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Stiles
policy which rests upon certain historical
had.
Poster-Milburn Company, Mfgrs.,
and economic assumptions, all of which
Buffalo, N Y.
have been proven to be false, and it proceeds to very drastic and far-reaching
conclusions, all of which are in flat conThe Transatlantic Air
;
tradiction to American policy and faith.
The assumptions of socialism are these:
By H. H. Windsor, in the May Popular
“That all of man’s efforts, both past
and present, are to be interpreted and exMechanics Magazine.
On April 3rd. at Denver, Colorado, 2! plained in terms of his desire for wealth
Even before this can be printed and potash producing companies organized a I and the processes which lead to the satisreach its readers, there is a chance that National Association of Potash Producers, faction of that desire. This assumption
would redi ce all human history to the
the iirst transatlantic air voyage will and initiated plans intended to make the
United States independent of Germany product of blind gain-seeking forces and
have been made.
France was the first to in the
potash industry. The men present would exclude from it all moral effort and
announce an attempt, which unfortunateUnder such a theory no man
at the meeting represented practically the purpose.
ly had to be deferred, owing to a cracked entire potash industry of the country. would make any sacrifice for liberty or
it was stated that,
love, but only for gain. All human excylinder. England is working desper- During the discussion
if the industry is protected from German perience contradicts so cruel and heartately to get an airship ready, and it is competition, it can within two years’ less an assumption.
“That ir. the struggle for wealth men
understood our own War Department has time furnish America with an independhopes also of being the lirst across. It is ent supply of potash. The country was. are divided into permanent classes—those
who employ and those who iabor—and
to be hoped the feverish anxiety, though before the war, dependent almost entirely
that between these classes there is and
on Germany for this important product.
natural
and
quite
commendable, will not
should be a class struggle or class war to
lead either of the contestants to underThe Los Angeles Times demands to be carried on until those who labor contake the trial until every possible effort
know: “Who says the Government isn’t quer those who employ and exclude them
has been made to insure su cess.
There
coming to the relief of the people? April from any place in the community. This
are dare-devil “airnats” in
plenty ready
is the savage teaching of Karl Marx,
to make the attempt even in the face of 1st the war tax on slecping-car tickets
10 to 8 per cent. A Lenine and Trotsky.
was reduced from
a minimum of chance of
success, but let us
“That in the course of economic dewho has been paying forty cents
hope that success is guaranteed in ad- traveler
extra on his $4 berth in one of Mr. Pull- velopment the rich are getting richer and
vance, so far as such a thing is possible.
man’s perambulating dog houses will only fewer and the poor are getting poorer and
Crossing the Atlantic in a plane today
have to put up 32 cents. The high cost more numerous. This assumption is easily
really seems less of an undertaking than j
of snoozing has been lessened, but Erastus disposed of by the facts which show that
crossing the English Channel did at the |
as applied to America
it is absolutely
time Bleriot diu it for the lirst time. and his little whisk broom will get tte
false. Twenty million people have just
There is a great difference in the two eight cents just the same.’’
subscribed to liberty' bonds, 18,000,000
flights, however, even after allowing for
dwellings are occupied by 21,000 000 famthe improvement in aircraft since that
families own their homes

|

ilies, 0,000,000

day.

As the birthplace of the aeroplane, it
would be most gratifying to Americans
to have the fonor of the first
flight,
which will be an epoch in history,deserving a place alongside the first locomotive
and steamship.
Our conduct of aeroplane affairs, however, ever since Wilbur
Wright made his iirst flight, does not
warrant any great expectations.
We
hope to win, bu; shall he very proud of
the Frenchman or Englishman who carries off the honors.
There is doubtless no other one thing
of a commercial nature which seems to
combine so ma y unknown possibilities
for good and evil $s the trans-ocean airplane. W ith its. accomplishment, which
apparently is assured, we become the
next-door neighbors of the other nations
of the world, with the same liability’ of
interference. The oceans, once our confident bulwark from attack, no longer
protect; and when the air becomes an international thoroughfare,
we
can
no
longer hold back, we can only’ defend.
With the air definitely
the
conquered,
world becomes practically a city
block;
and with so great a decrease in
immunity,
let us hope for a corresponding
hesitancy
to start a conflict.
The theories as to air currents and atmospheric conditions, favorable and
otherwise, which the first flight will reveal, are many and conflicting. The
probability, however, is that the voyage
will show less difficulty from these
sources than
exjoected, and will more
likely be reduced chiefly to engine performance, which, like other mechanical
details, is capable of correction and improvement.
And so the next few months will
bring
events of as thrilling interest as
any battle of the war, and likewise
fraught with
possibilities no less portentous and momentous.

without incumbrance and 3,000,000 more
partially paid for.”
Socialism would take from those who
have and give to those who have not.

TO

are

KEEP WELL
A

Teaspoonful

of PERUNA
Three Times a Day

|

Has Never lieen Down
Sick Since Taking

PERUNA
Read this letter from Mr. Robt.

Minnick, Grass Range, Montana,

|

|
!

]
|
j

j

"In 1900 I was out In Kansas
running a threshing engine and
the threshing crew had to sleep
out of doors.
One of the crew
Peruna Almanac to
brought a
the engine one day and I was
feeling very 111 from sleeping
out.
I decided to give Peruna a
trial and sent for a bottle of Peru na and a box of Peruna Tablets, which straightened me out
I
in a hurry.
"I have never been down sick
since that time.
I do not take
any other
medicines except Peruna.
1 always keep it on hand
If I get my feet wet. get a cold,
feel chilly, or a little bad, I always take Peruun. People should
not wait until they
are
down
sick and then take it, but should
keep it on hand like I do and
when they feel bad, they should
use it/’

Recommended for Catarrhal
inflammation of every description.

We are in the valley of the Rhine surrounded by mountains on all sides, aim
an
interesting part is that all of these
mountains are grape vineyards from base
to the top.
It seems that both soil and
climate are good for growing grapes, and

Women who

weight

and

losing
energy—who
are

home with

TELL
appetite will do the
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authorized to ex- cute d.,,
tract mentioned therein
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Pitts

“Religious Dept. Director.”
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O’LEARY 0,
Ctunty of Waldo, having
praying that Robert!
estate of John Ward,
lau

Seecbam's
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Ordered, that the said etr
to all peraons interested
this order to be
published
si* ly in
he Republican
published at Kelfast, that 0,.,.
a Probate
Court, to be held
and for said County, on
the n
A
U 1919, at ten of the
and Bhow cause, if
any th.
of said
prayer
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Medicine in the World.

Sale of Any
Dr. William E. Crockett of 435 Shaw- j Largest
In boxes. 10c.. 25c.
Sold everywhere.
mut avenue, Boston, a former Rockland
SIMS DEFENDS PERSHING.
man whose articles dealing
with local
history, have frequently appeared in the
Ardent defense of Gen. John J. PershCourier-Gazette, wrote recently to that ing, who commanded the American
paper as fo lows:
armies on the Western Front and led

,!■

A true copy.

Probate

11

ELLERY him
Attest:

_(~hab.
a

,

petitioner'

granted.

At

?
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Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Today, April 15, was my 86th birthday. I them to continued victories, has been
I am about as usual.
Sunday I had a job ! voiced by Admiral Sims, hero and in
in the sub-cellar under the house—two
charge of our fleets in foreign waters
pipes burst, and no plumber!
The space I
the war.
General Pershing is a
between the floor and the dirt is three during
feet.
I worked in the mud and wet for Republican, though born in Missouri, and
more than live hours.
The next day I is a lawyer as well as a soldier.
walked down town and went to a picture
“Now just a word about John Pershshow.
A young man who sat behind me
ing,” said Admiral Sims. “He has had
was so stretched out that his feet were in
1 gave him a hint and he with- two millions of men over there.
No one
my w;.y.
drew them three or four times, but con- of these men has been able to see one
tinued the annoyance.
I finallv stood up thousandth part of the operations. They
on Ins feet and ankles, and not in a
light ran across a great many disagreeable
manner, I assure you ! fie pulled them things. They may have been charged
back, when he could and gave me a poke five cents too much in a canteen, or
in the back.
I ‘urned and said:
they may have run across a Britisher or
“You have been wiping your feet on an Italian or a Frenchman whom they
had a row with.
my trousers, and if you poke m? in the
They come back with
back again I’ll punch your head.”
all sorts of small criticisms.
for the
And he took it.
I have laughed at the Lord’s sake don’t pay any attention to
idea a number of times and wondered that and don't pay any attention to the
how I would have filled the contract.
people in this country who are barking at
I
write this to show vou I am still on deck.
John Pershing’s heels

t.ourt

tJon:

neln

at

for the County of Walt!.,
15th day of April, A D ij>io

^

Guy Murehie, as original
pointed in thelStateof Ma
oi William J Gilleepie, lat
County of Middlesex, M,.
ed, having presented a
he, Guy Murehie of B>

I

Suffolk, or some other nui.
pointtd administrator f

j

j

State of Maine of ssid dec-

Ordered, That the said p* [
to all persons interested 1
this order to be published tin
sively in The Republican J,,;.
published at Belfast, in Bait!
may appear at a Probate l \,,
Belfast, within and for
13th day of May, A. b. li-Ii,
clock before noon, and show
have, why the prayer of sui
not be granted.
El LERV !•;<
A true copy.
Attest:
('has. E. Jon

I

j

i
!

-id

Alai robate t ouri new at
ft r the County of W aid
April, A. D. 1919.

ATTENTION!
Sick Women

Lowell, Mich.—“I suffered from cramps and dragging
down pains, was irregular and had female weakness and
displacement. I began to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound which gave me relief at once and restored
my health. I should like to recommend Lydia E. Pinkham’s
remedies to all suffering women who are troubled in a similar way.”—Mrs. Elise IIeim,It.No.0, PoxS3,Lowell,Mich.

tition.
Ordered, that the said pet.t
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this order to be published t'
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hereby gives notice
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GEORGE E. GRANT,
in the County of Wsluo. tec
bonds as the law directs
A
demands against the i.st«
are desired to present theta:
and all ii dehted thereto ar.
payment immediately.
GEORG 11
Unity, Me April 8, 1Di♦
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ADMINISTRATOR’.. M
hereby gives noth-,
duly appointed administr ,t
EMILY F. MILLER, lat

\

scriher

fh

in

theCountyof Waldo, dec- a
having demands again*. t
deceased are desired
presettlement, and all indent*.

_'ll

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’sU
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
_•LYDIA

!

Belfast,

c

/

Why Not Try

H. FAIR
Elijah S.

a petition
praying that he n
sell and convey at put.lie
tain real estate of said iitf.
in said County,

To do your duty during these trying
times your health should be your first
consideration. These two women
tell how they found health.
Ilellam, Pa.—“I took Lydia F,. Pinkham’3 Vegetable Compound for female troubles and a displacement. I felt all run down and was very weak.
I had been treated by a physician without results,
so decided to give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound
a trial, and felt better right away.
1 am keeping house
since last April and doing all my housework, where before
1 was unable tc do any work.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is certainly the best medicine a woman can
take when in this condition. I give you permission to publish
this letter.”—Mrs. E. It. Crumling, It. No. 1, Ilellam, Pa.

i|

I

HOLMES, trust*bhuman, late f
County of Waldo, deceast

of

l

quested

to rnbke payn.er.i
authorized agent ,R« bert. :
fast, Maine.
IIA Kt 11
Boston. Mass,, April 8. 191^

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOV
scriher hereby gives notice
duly appointed administrat*
ETHEL R. ELWELI ate

E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO. LYNN.MASS.

in the County (f Waldo,
bonds as the law directs,
demands against the es'nt
are desirea to j resent l!
ment, and all indebted tin
to make pavment imnieoin*
El. Ml
Northport, Me., April b.

■

STATE OF
; COUNTY OF WALUO, SS
j To the Honorable Justu s

Judicial Court next to bo
within and for the County
fourth Tuesday of Sept mo
cur Lord one thousand
nineteen:
j, cannon
the County of Waldo an
libels
and give
respectfully
Court to be informed: th»;
i married to the said John \\
j dike aforesaid, at Unity,
1
Waldo and State of Maine.
! January, A. D. 1913, by Adei
Justice
of the Peace duly nut'
j
nize marriages; that they
husband and wife in the Stat>
said marriage; that since
children have been born t<
W., 4 years old, and Robert t
that since said marriage your
ducted herself towards the .-»>
non as a faithful and bfTeen*
said John W. Cannon, wholly
marriage covenant and duty,
riage bsa refused to provide :
shelter for your libelant, altii
ticieni ability so to do.
Your libdant further av.
John W. Cannon, wholly re-,
marriage covenant and duty
and
times, to wit, on Janu
Thorndike, and on divers other
and places since said intern
tiling of this libel, has commit
adultery with di ers lewd won
are to your libelant unknown.
Libelant avers that the
libelee is not known to her at
certained by reasonable
i:ig*
W'herefore your libelant pr »
be decreed a divorce from the
mony now existing between T
John W. Cannon; that she m
care and custody of her said
dren; and thit the Court will
sonable alimony out of the est
W, C innon, having regard t<
stead thereof such sum of ni
shall order.
Belfast, Maine, May 1, 1919

Marcella
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j
j

You Can “Beat” the Weather
When You’re Wearing “U. S.”
No matter how bad the weather or how sloppy the deck or wharf, your
feet and legs will get the best possible protection in U. S. “Protected”
rubber boots. They are specially built for hard wear and rough usage.
With dry and warm feet and legs you can stand a lot of punishment.
Your work will be easier.
U. S. “Protected” rubber boots give you real protection. During the
war the Government
probably used more U. S. “Protected” rubber
footwear than of all other makes combined.

MARCELLA

Personally appeared the ab
cella J. Cannon and made oat;
tions contained in the above
ed are true, before me, this ti
in the, year of our Lord one
hundred and nineteen.
H. c i
Justice

pair.

United States Rubber Company
York
New

It’» the

1

STATE OF MAIN
Waldo,

ss.

Supreme Judicial Court,

Be U. S. “Protected,” then, and safeguard your comfort and health.
There’s a “U. S.” boot exactly suited to your needs. Your dealer has it
or can get it quickly.
To be sure of “U. S.,” look for the “U. S. Seal” on every
trade mark of the largest rubber manufacturer in the world.

FLOUR

At a Probate Court
held
for the County of Wahl,,
16th day of April.

JOHN

The allies have decided that Germany
shall pay for losses and damages caused
in the war, one hundred billion gold marks,
plus other billions to be determined by a
commission on which Germany is to be
How much the plus will
represented.
amount to is indefinite, but the hundred
billion gold marks is less than the war
has cost the United States, in fact is less
than the war debt uf the United States
will be, exclusive of what we are paying
in taxes, and not mentioning what the
European allies have spent in the past
five years. Germany should feel as if
she was getting off pretty nearly scot
free.

own

Probate

look pale and feel languidneed the healthful effects cf

bination Treatment.)!

WILLIAM

and your

<

this the most bitter of all past wars.
For the most part they are a clean, intelligent set of men, in fact very many of
the men who come under my care are
college men, who are capable of big
things in civil life. The other evening I
preached to a bunch of marines and during my sermon mentioned the fact that I
was born in the good old State of Maine.
After the service was over, three great
husky soldiers (fed on condensed milk
and salt fish, of course) came up to me
and said, “Mr. Gillam tell us where in
Maine were you born.”
With soma pride
I mentioned Belfast, and then one of
them said he was from Augusta, another
Camden and another Portland. Oh, how
pleased they were to see somebody who
had seen their old home State.

of course Rhine wine is famous all over
the world.
The Germans look at us as
we pass them on the streets and their
look is not always a loving one.
We
shall all be here until the thing is all
over, then every one of us will oe mighty
glad to see the good old U. S. once more.
If this letter interests you and you would
like, I will write more later on.
With very best wishes for the Belfast
Journal and all of my old home friends,
lam sincerely,
Rev. Ralph Gillam,

Most Effective end Economical.
An expert pharmacist says that the1
best treatment he knows of for those
whose blood is poor, nerves are weak,
iivers torpid, or whose systems are generally run-down, is: Hood’s Sarsaparilla
before eating, Peptiron after eating, and
Hood’s Pills as necessary.
The ingredients of these medicines are
indicated, he says, in most cases of blood
impurities, nervousness, paleness, constipation, and are prescribed every day by
physicians who have Jong known their
efficacy. They are put up for physicians in
preparations whose formulas are similar
lo those of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Peptiron
and Hood’s Pills, but these already prepared medicines so combine them as to
have superlative merit and to be the most
effective and economical preparations in
which to take them.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, Peptiron and Hood’s
Pills are products of the C. I. Hood Co.,
Lowell, Mass., and form theirTriple Com-

Eat More Bread
Make it in your

north. It is of course a very beautiful
country and as spring is now here everything is in the budding state and that
makes it the more attractive. We are
justly proud of our soldiers here, for they
are a noble sort.
They have been all
through the scrap from start to finish
and know what war means, especially

Humphreys* Romeo. Medicine Company
IS6 William Street, New York.

MAINE METHODISTS READY

Voyage.

To the readers of The Journal:—
Dear Friends. Since writing my last
letter to you through The Journal, you
will see that my address has been changed
from France to Germany, on the Rhine
While in France my work was with the
S. O. S. (service of supplies) but here it
is with the famous 2nd division in the
“Army of Occupation.” Our Army occupies the Rhine from Coblenz to the
outpost of the English Army on the

Send Free Sample ef Ointment to

Industry.

only—

April 14, 1919.

Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
at all druggists

“Sir—Your gallant 26th American Division has just set us free.
Since September, 1914, the barbarians have held
the heights of the Meuse, have murdered
three hostages from Mouilly, have shelled
Rupt, and on July 23, 1915, forced its inhabitants to scatter to the four corners of
France.
“I, who remain at my little listening
post upon the advice of my bishop, feel
certain, sir, that I do but speak for Monsigneur Ginisty, Lord Bishop of Verdun,
my parishioners of Rupt, Mouilly and
Genicourt, and the people of this vicinity,
in conveying to you and your associates
the heartfelt and unforgettable gratitude
of all.
“Several of your comrades lie at rest
in our truly Christian and French soil.
Their ashes shall be cared for as if they
We shall cover their
were our own.
graves with flowers and shall kneel by
them as their own families would do,
with a prayer to God to reward with
eternal glory these heroes fallen on the
field of honor and to bless the 26th Division and generous Americans.
“Be pleased, sir, to accept the expression of my profound respect.
“A. LECLERC.’'
(Signed)

Germany.

1

(COMPOUND)
Fop Piles or Hemorrhoids
External or Internal, Blind 01

cure:

NIGHTS OF UNREST

A Letter From

WITCH HAZE OiNTMEN

Edwards after the YD men had wrested
the little village from the Huns. Said the

of worms is to use Dr. True’s Elixir. Mrs.
William G. Bonin, of Caddo, Oklahoma,
wrote regarding Dr. True’s Elixir, “We
have used it for our children for the last
twelve years and certainly' know the
value of it.” You can buy Dr. True’s
Elixir wherever medicine is sold. Pleas
ant tasting- gently acting.
The family
laxative and worm expeller for children
and grown folks.

No Sleep,

HUMPHREYS’

in

N

Belfast, May 2i d.
Upon

the annexed writ and

ed by me, the undersigned, a
Court, that notice be given to
pul bishing an attested copy of 11
abstract thereof, together wn
thereon, three weeks success^
publican Journal, a newspaper p
fast, in the County of Waldo, th*
tion to be thirty days at least hi
term of said Court, to be hold*
within and for said County,
Tuesday of September next, that
and .there appear in said Couit
3w
thereto, if he see fit.
CHARLES J
Justice Supreme Ju<:
A true copy of libel and order
thereon.
Attest: JAMES H. CIL1FV

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER S

CASTORlA

Mrs. E P. Goodrich, who has been ill
since Dec. 14, and who has been in the
Paine hospital in Bangor several weeks
for treatment, returned to her home here
Tuesday, April 22. She was accompanied
by her trained nurse, Mrs. Ralph I. Brown.

TEMP’S
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i. e. 90
half of

for Coughs and
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guaranteed
WlMWORT

Albert Snow, 38-22.
ham

was

following students at the High
have maintained an honor rank,
per cent or over during the second
the winter term: languages, Misses

Arey, Eaton, Purdy, White;

Praise. "FRUIT-A-T1VES”
to

Mr Fred

ville

Mr.

p
M.
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n

Spencer have refew days’ visit in

iiangor.

Morgan,

assistant light
Point, has been at his

■n

iurlough.
Rowe has begun houseuralow on Willow street
r Fisher.
lownes, U. of M. student
■nd with her parents,
i, Downes.

DODGE’S CORNER

MR. R. B. O’FLYNN

Capt. Charles Crockett and family of
W interport are
occupying Squantum,
the Matthews camp, for a vacation.
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SOUTH

trial size 25c.

montville7~

W. E. Prescott is
Randall's buildings.

painting Olive P.

Geo Robinson of Camden has been in
town for a few days.

The graduating class of Freedom Acadewas in Waterville April 28th to have
their pictures taken.
Mrs. Nellie Banton’s aunt has returned
to her home in Lagrange, accompanied by
her niece, Mattie Cross.
Mr. Plummer and two children, from
Mo iroe, are visiting his wife’s parents,
Mr and Mrs. A. G. Thompson.

my

Mr. Chas. Crockett of Portland visited
his sister, Mrs. Frank Cunningham, re-

cently.

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Dickey expect to
go to Portland this week.
They will
make the trip in their car.
The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. C. M.
Howes last week.
There were fourteen
It was an all day session with a
present.
picnic dinner. They are making hospital
shirts for the camps and the next meeting will be held with Mrs. Nettie NewhalL

STANDARD

KNOX KIIK1E.

Rev. W. H. Abbott of Liberty preached at ihe church April 27th.

i

turns to the unfortunate Cinderella who
drudges in a
kitchen with its old fashioned coal range.
The iieroine, cool and unruffled, is telling her the advantages of the New
Perfection Oil Cook Stove—how it keeps the kitchen clean and cool,
how it eliminates the drudgery of lire tending and a-hes, how it
gives
comfort equal to gas at kerosene cost.
Its Long Blue Chimney turns all the oil into odorless, smokeless heat
instantly. The flame is regulated like gas—on or off, high or low. And
it cooks perfectly.
You, too, should have a New Perfection stove. Also, a New Perfection
W iter Heater. It means steaming hot w ater without a hot range. At all
dealers.

Roscoe Thurston has

a

new

sympathy

stifling

J. W. Plummer went to work for the
Freedom Lumber Company April 28th.
Mrs. W. R, Sparrow was the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Woodbury April 27.

At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited, Q<IPKNSBUKG. N. Y._

ncipal of the Plymouth
week-end visitor here

ght's visit with her

a

Your

will work for the Vose brothers.

R. B. O’FLYNN,
Government Concrete Inspector.

50c.

“The W oman in the Case”

Philip Williams was in Winslow on
business recently.
The Freedom Lumber Co. has given all
of their help an increase in wages.
Elden Rowell has moved to Liberty and

produced”.

Searsport.

Mrs. Eli Colson and Mrs. Elkins have
received word of the death of their
brother-in-law, BloomiieU Reed, who
died at his home in Southwest Harbor
after a long illness
Mr. Reed leaves
many friends in Searsport, where he
once resided, who extend
sympathy to
the bereaved family'.

Willard Sparrow has returned to his

work in Bath.

beyond my expectations.
make a long story short, I

To

Percy Harriman has moved from Belfast into his father’s vacant tenement at
North Searsport.

Nealley.

Elwood Hart has moved to Liberty with
his mother.

believe “Fruit-a-tives” or Fruit Liver
Tablets the best Stomach, Liver and
Bladder Medicine the world has ever

from Milspend the week-end with
nd Mrs. E. B. Nealley.

who has been

FREEDOM.

ment far

Nealley came

and Mrs. E. B.

George

The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Campbelle, sympathize with them in
the loss of their youngest son, Walter
D., who died very suddenly April 22nd
at the age of two months, The funeral
was held Thursday at 1 p. m., Rev. W.
L- Sykes, officiating.

89 North Union St., Rochester, N.Y.'
“For five long years, I was afflicted
with Stomach, Liver and Kidney
Trouble, which developed into serious
Bladder Trouble. During that time,
I am safe in saying I tried over 50
different remedies without relief.
I saw a testimonial of, 1 think, a
Montreal man about ‘Fruit-a-tives*
and concluded to make one more
trial. By the time the sample box
was finished I found quite an improvement ; and when I had finished
a 50c. box, there was a grand improve-

Mr. Spearing ana Miss Harriette M.
Nickerson attended the grange at Mon- !
roe April 26th.

Grant,

business.

Mr. Aubrey Fuller was in Burkettville
at S. W. Clarry’s April 27th, and attended the opening exercises of the
Sunday
school in the building which Mr. Clarry
has fitted up for the purpose.

returned to her home
:.e winter with her son
Mrs. T. G. Fellows.

as

on

Farm.

The Winterport town farm will not be
maintained for the use of dependents this
year, as it seems advisable to discontinue
the expense of hiring a couple to care for
the farm and board them as in former
years, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Knowlton who
have successfully carried on the farm
work and cared for the dependents the
past two years, are moving back to their
home in Monroe. Drs. Goodrich of this
town and Walton of Frankfort were at
the farm Monday morning to examine
the mentality of two of the dependents
who will become State charges.
This
leaves but one who will work for James
A. Carleton at present. The farm will
be leased and already there are several
applicants to rent it.

ley of Prospect was the
her, Mrs. Clara Haley,
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Gove of North Searsmont
this place recently where he
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Dr. B. H. Keller has arrived home from
Knox Hospital very much improved.

visitor in

a

Arthur Sprowl has made several trips
Rockland, hauling potatoes.

Mrs. Warren Hammond is much improved from her recent illness.

Fernald, White; Messrs. Lufkin, Perkins;
history, Misses Bean, MacCaffrey, Eaton,
Eldridge, Fernald, Purdy, White; Messrs.
Lufkin, Dunbar, Lang; English, Misses
Arey, Crimmin, M. Clarke, Hill, Shields,
MacCaffrey, Eaton, Eldridge, G. Clark,
j Fernald, Purdy, White; Messrs. Lufkin,
; Perkins, Carleton, Clements.

|

r:

Miss Etta Mclver has been the guest of
in this place.
Mrs. Mary Fuller and daughter Maude
were in Camden April 26th.

Government Inspector In Rochester

Messrs.Carle-

ton, Clements; science, Messrs. Carleton, Clements, Nealley, Lufkin, Perkins;
mathematics, Misses Arey, Bean, Eaton,

!

■

Mr. Newell Wentworth is in very poor

health.
friends

Rev. C. A Putdy delivered a fine serat the regular morning services Sunaleston was a business day, April 27th, to a large and appreciative
Garfield Lodge, I. O. O. F.,
recently.
| congregation.
and Mizpah Rebekah Lodge attended in a
B. F. Twombly of
W
I body in observance of the 100th annitors here April 26th.
versary of Odd Fellowship in the United
Jr., has returned from States of America. The text was, “With
New York and Boston. God we are fellow workers,” and the enj tire discourse
was
appropriate to the
iarence Norwood went |
work and achievements of this great and
automobile recently.
benevolent order which has as its fundamental principles, Friendship, Love and
>rd has returned from
\
in Boston and vicin- Truth. The choir consisted of Miss Jessie D. Baker, soprano; Mrs. C. R. Hill,
alto; F. C. Knowles, tenor, and Joshua
of Bangor was a guest
Treat, Jr., bass. Mrs. C. R. Lougee, orW. H. Lord, one day

ntly

APPLETON.

SERIOUS KIDNEY

OIL CO.

OF NEW YORK

NEW

auto.

George Pease has moved to the G. A
Ingraham rent.
R
C. Briggs of Freedom called on
Frank Clement April 28th.
E. D. Vose .'and Porter Ingraham were
in Belfast on business recently.

C

OIL COO

J. H. Vose and wife attended the grange
at Freedom April 26th.

E3

Also Puritan Cook Stoves—
the best Short Chimney stove

J. W. Ingraham, B. Tyler and Howard
Hurd had their cows tested recently.
Frank Clement lias recently purchased
valuable cow of Mr. Burnham in Freedom.

...

a

Telephone Rates Increased
\ DDITIONAL
1

revenue

heavily increased

is

costs of

imperatively

necessary to meet

the

operating the telephone service,

t he officials

operating the property of the New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company have therefore recommended, and the Postmaster General has

approved, changes in
apportion the nesessary increases equitably
These changes may be summarized

or

An increase of >0 cents a month to al1 flat .rate
measured service business subscribers, the

>atter, however, being given
ance of ten calls per month.

an

additional allow-

An increase of 2? cents a month to all flat rate
measured service residence subscribers, the
latter, however, being given an additional allowance of live calls per month.

or

increase of one cent per call on excess
business measured service calls, as follows;
An

Messages in

excess

ot

minimum

when the total, including the
exceed 6,000, 4 cents each.

Messages
Messages

in

excess

in

excess

guarantee

minimum, does

of 6,000,
of 12,000,

not

cents each.

cents each.

An increase of 2> cents a month for extension
sets, unlimited service, and of 17 cents a month
for extension sets, measured service.

rate

schedules which will
Massachusetts Accident

to all classes of service.

follows:

as

Real

Assets December 31, 1918.
estate.$

Mortgage

loans

Collateral loans..
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank

Agents' balances......

Private branch

for

at

a

exchange switchboards charged

graduated scale based

size of

on

equip-

Private branch exchange measured service
calls charged for on the same basis as individual
line measured service calls. Flate rate business
private branch exchange stations increased 50
cents per month, each; flat rate, residence private
branch exchange stations increased 25 cents per
month, each
ment.

Bills receivable.

Interest and rents..
All other

assets.

application

to the

or

to be

New

3,926 72
7,500 00
415,781 45
23,827 65

Admitted assets.$
Liabilities December 31, 1918.

391,953 80

Net

unpaid losses.$

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total liabilities and

surplus.$
3*17

60,500

00

27,208

71

391,953

80

Will make

tral office to he measured
of on route basis.

on

air line basis instead

Charges for measured service computed
basis of monthly contracts.

on

the

complete schedules ot

new

rates will be

150.000 00
75,000 00

furnished

on

Manager.

Our variety

Kendall &

the above

effective May 1,1919.

England Telephone and Telegraph Co.

L
|

E. R. SPEAR, Manager.

the

RGEST AM) STRONGEST

computed from the first of each month
INTEREST ON WITHDRAWALS

allowed to

SPECIALIST

th

first of each month.

BANKING BY MAIL A M'ECt \LTY

Assets Over $3,500,000.00

First National Granite Bank

Hester

Brown,
OSTEOPATH,

AUGUSTA.
Vice Presidents

OJd Fellows Block, Belfast,Me.

I,.

A. HUKLEIGH

C. S. HICHBOKN, President.
I). L. HIGGlNS, Cashier
K. I-'. PAU I KlllCi,
Ass’t Cashier.

G. P. GANNETT

Res. 265-11

W. S. WY.M.A'I.

CASTORIA

For .Sale

For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

PIGS that
not

Signature of

PortlandTlVlaihe

National Bank in Central Maine,

Office Days—Mondays and Tuesdays.
Calls promptly attended.

Tel. 247-3.

all needs.

Est. 1858

by

30 Years* Experience.

Dr.

Whitney

covers

4% INTEREST IS PAID

44 South Main Street, W interport, Maine.

containing

Life With Insecticides

Protect Your Plant

Boyington

EYE-SIGHT

Why experiment?
—

79,245 09

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops I
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh, |
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical,
Has extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power. I
Sample Free. 50c. ail druggists, or postpaid by
^jaiau. The Paxton Toilet Company, Boston. Mass.^

worth while harvest.

K 6c W Seeds produce. Give general satisfaction
Have for_ 60. years^
K 6t W Seeds are hardy, reliable, economical.
K. 6c W do not sell ALL the good seeds sold but ALL-.
K 6c W seeds are good seeds. Why experiment?

Subscribers to season service at certain summer
reports, who have service any time between July
t and September to, charged for a minimum of
seven months.

Mileage rates increased to the standard of other
telephone companies, the distance from the cen-

a

Help It

Can’t

They’ll Grow-They

---

The Postmaster General has authorized the schedules

changes

None
None
None
376,600 00
11,177 48
12 820 89
3,756 36

Gross assets. .$
Deduct items not admitted,.

E. H.
Further information

Company,

Boston, Mass.

j

are

PIGS—

AUSTIN McKEEN.

j

S Pi ELS

THE DIAMOND HRAMl,
ANkyourllruitdst for /A
hl-chea-ter’a IMuiuoiul
I’llls in Red an<l Rold
inetal!ic\\r/
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. \/
Take uu other. Huy of your ^
llrui'iflxl. Ask forCIII-l’IlV^-TrR’H
DIAMOND It It V Nil 1*11.!,R, for 85
years k nown as Best, Safest, A1 ways Rel iabl*
Mud lea!

)

imitations.

J.

CHICHESTER
W je**.

i

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

1

SEARSPORT.

Hfl^
l;
l
i:

Sidney M. Webber of Boston spent the
week-end in town.

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Millet and young
son spent Sunday with fri nds in Bangor.

LOOK FOR
the red ball
TRADE MARK

Fifeartns 6Ammunition

a

JpShootml Rj^KT

!

j

Mr.

Mrs.

and

Duncan are

James II.

his new home in Main

street to

Parh

ice cream and cake being served later in
The guests: Mrs. G. W.
the evening.
Hichborn, Mr. and Mrs, C. E. Green,
Capt. and Mrs A. B. Pendleton, Capt.
and Mrs. It. G. Curtis and Mrs. M. B.

street, the house formerly occupied by

Thompson.

Dr. S. C. Pattee.
J. Nickerson reached town
Wednesday after a short visit in Portland
on her way from Tampa, Florida, where
she has spent the winter.
Mrs.

A.

STOCKTON

Mr. and Mrs. John Barrett, after spendat Sjndypoint, have returned to their farm for the planting

ing the winter

Pvt. Ralph Bradley returned recently
from a year of service overseas and arrived Tnursday in Bangor, his mother’s
He was joined there by Mrs.
home.

Mrs. Charles Heath was in the village
last week caring for her sister-in-law,
Mrs. Elmer Thompson, whose conditior
at this writing is
reported much im-

proved.

On Wednesday, April 30th, Searsport
met her Victory quota of $35,400, and is
Since, the beginning of
still going over.
the war the town has met and frequently
doubled all obligations.

Mrs. George H. Hopkins with her infant son left Monday for an extended
visit with her parents, Mr and Mrs.
Harry W. Griffin at Mattapoisett, Mass.

Mrs. 1. H. Havener has received her
official appointment as postmistress, and
has succeeded Capt. Amos Nichols, the
retiring postmaster. She will be assisted
by Miss Mildred Shuie and M;ss Eliza
Averill.

Silas Buck is recovering at the Russell
hospital in Brewer from a recent surgical
operation. Mrs. Buck returned Saturday
night from a visit to the hospital where
she found her husband getting on well.

Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Ripley, who have
been living in North Belfast for the past
winter, have moved back to Searsport
and taken the Frank Whitcomb house,
Mr. Ripley
corner Eim and Park streets.
has employment at the Hubbard Fertilizer
Co.
Mrs. Sarah Staples has returned to the
Harbor after spending several months
with relatives in Winthrop, Mass. She
was accompanied by Mrs. James Taylor
(Anita Grinin) of Campello, Mass., who
is attending to the sale of the Prudence
■Park estate.

1

j

The War Train in Belfast gave the
teachers and pupils of Union school a
day’s vacation on Wednesday, the 30th.
McLaughlin’s motor bus was taxed for
standing room on the morning trip and
had the day been fair many private cars
were planning to assist in carrying the
children to the city.

Lieut. Commander and Mrs. Joseph I).
Sweetser are in town after several months
absence.
Capt. Sweetser has recently
completed his government service. Mrs.
Sweetser has spent the past two weeks
in

where she was called from
Baltimore by the illness and death of her
aunt, Miss Ella Adams.

Camden,

Major James P. Erskine, son of Mrs.
James 1. Erskine of this
town, arrived at
Newport News Sunday "rom 10 months of
service at the U. S. Army Base Hospital
No. 0,
Chateauroux, France. Major Erskine enlisted as a captain and received
his promotion to the rank of
major in
rranee.
He will receive his discharge
from the army and return to his practice
in New York
city as specialist in nose,
throat and ear.
The 500 party given cn
Friday evening
the Service Rooms jy Capt. Alfred B
1 endleton and James H
Duncan, for the
benefit of Anchor
Chapter, O. E. S., was
one of the pleasantest of the
series of
gatherings. Nine tables were filled.
During the evening salted nuts were
served and at the close the hosts served
lce cream
and cakes. Music followed
and a quadrille gave a
merry ending to
the affair.

in

of tbe res l|ents of “Pencileton Hill” have been
enjoying a series of
neighborhood parties, the fourth of
wlncu was. given
Saturday evening at
the home of Mrs. C. N.
Meyers. Capt.
and Mrs. Henry G. Curtis
were guests of
honor, it teing the captain’s birthday anA delicious course
niversary.
supper

AUMn,ber

was

cake,

served, including a huge birthday
decorated with candies and the

three candles for
Present, Past and Future.
The evening was happily

spent,

Matinee

Daily

Adm. 11c and 6c

1

over.

Congregational Church Notes.
On Sunday next at 7.30 p m. the pastor
will continue his talks on John Plowman.
.Thursday at 6.15 p. m. C. E. meeting,
followed by the regular missionary meeting.There will be no Boy Scout meeting this week_The Pastor will attend
the Congregational State conference at
Auburn this week.On Tuesday, May
13th, Evangelist Reuben Smith of Boston
will begin a series of services at the
church every evening, except Saturday,
for two weeks. A hearty invitation is
given to all persons to attend these meetings and hear Mr. Smith, the business
man'preacher. Song service at 7 p. m.,
Evangelistic services at 8 p. m.

monthly publica-

Makes Cooking Easy

The fashion picture with the world’s
movie favorite Ethel Barrymore in “Our
Mrs. McChesney” shown in Crockett’s
Theatre last Saturday night, certainly
cannot be praised too highly. This picture
as well as other high class Metro pictures
which will he shown in this theater in
the near future is played in all the leading
theatres in the States. The management
intend to show only the highest grade
pictures obtainable and will continue to
please the movie goers in every way possible. A free dance was given after the
pictures. Musir by Mr Goodwin of Pittsfield with
rs. Nina Gibbs at the piano.
The hall was packed and everyone pronounced the pictures first class in every

Any Time Is Baking Time
With A Glenwood
The

Messrs. Harrv Drew and Ralph Gullifer
of Waterville called on friends in town

Sunday.

E. E. Boynton, the well known Camden druggist, called on friends in town
Monday. Mr. Boynton has recently made
a connection with the old house of McKesson kc Robbins, Mfg. Pharmacists of
New York, and is travelling in Maine as
their representative, while his head clerk
manages the Camden store.

Mr. Alton Pilley of Dexter spent a few
days with friends and relatives in town
recently.

Capt. James Bennett of Portland spent
a few days with his sou Wesley and family in West Brooks.
Capt. and Mrs. Walter O’Brien are receiving congratulations on the arrival of
a baby girl, last Sunday.

The second of Crockett’s new line of
pictures was shown Saturday night to a
crowded house who witnessed a strong
play of fine setting and superb acting
that could not but prove satisfactory to
the great majority of patrons. To be
complete, however, the bill should carry
a news or current events reel for its educational as well as entertaining vilue;
and the lack of music detracted from the
pleasure of the long picture. A crowd
enjoyed the usual hop following the show,

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer W’aning of Damariscotta were the week-end guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J. S. Crockett.
Mrs. Lucrelia Webb who has been

em-

ployed in Belfast is staying at her home
on the Gibbs’ hill, a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. George Beers of Showhegan were the week-end guest of. her parents, John W. Hobbs and family.

Sergt. Walter Lancaster, son of Mrs.
Carrie Snow Lancaster and the late Manley H. Lancaster of Bangor, an architect
in Portland before entering the army, has
many friends hereabouts who will be interested to learn that he has been selected
as one of the four representatives of his
regiment, the 605th Engineers, for duty
at the art training center of the American Expeditionary Forces at
Bellevue, 76
Rue du Fanbourg, St. Honore, Paris.

Mr.
Carroll Reynolds, manager of
Brooks Farmers Union, spent the.week1
end with his family in Waterville.
Mr. Lawrence E. Jenkens of Waterville spent the week-end with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton E. Jenkens.
The friends of Tilton A. Elliot are glad
to see him out and able to be down street,
after a severe illness for several months.
Mrs. Hattie Payson had the misfortune
to fall one day last week and fracture her
hip. Much sympathy is extended her by
all who know her.

Allan Ellis, sou of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Ellis of the Cape section, is another of
the town’s popular young men to return
in safety from overseas duty in the thick
of things. He received his discharge from
Camp ltevens and reached home Friday
afternoon. His brother Minard is now on
the ocean and soon to arrive on this side

Serg. Frank Ellis who has been overseveral months, has received his
honorable discharge from service and
arrived home Monday nignt.
seas

be done at any

or

This is made possible by the Glenwood Balanced Oven Damper and l
Patented Glenwood Indicator that accurately registers the heat alrea<
in the oven and tells at a glance whether to open or close the slidin
air valve. It’s so plain and easy a child can understand.

Evening

A|

Beatrice Austin
Galena Ames
Lena Rose,

Piano Solo,
Recitation and song,

Piano duet,
Mrs. Amy Grant and Miss Verna Boyd j
Duet, (vocal)
Kennet h Ryder and Galena Ames
Leland Kenney [
Recitation,
Seven girls j
Drill, “Busy Bees,”
Selection on the Victrola
Lester .Johnson !
Recitation,
Merle Kenney
Essie Webber
Piano duet,
Caroline Streeter and Nina Webb
Piano duet,
Isabelle Brown and Zenaide Grant
Lena Rose
Recitation,
Winona Webber

Home

BY ADMINIST~A7

Selection on Victrola followed by a
sociable.
Home made candy was for sale
during the evening. The net proceeds
were about seventeen dollars, a part of
which is Miss Rose’s school allotment
toward the payment for the school Victrola.

I, the undersigned, min .1
late of Albert M. ( uinming.in the County of Waldo an
fit ceased, having obtained
Probate Court

Thursday,

tate

—fie arrived, viitfiin
O’BRIEN.
and Mrs.

Ill
Walter

ofs palace

Brooks, May 4, to Capt.
O’Brien, a daughter.

Gray-Wentworth.

In

worth,

of

sight

SJiining marhkP

eyes
OLDspent
by

Lincolnviile,

May, 1, by J S. Mullen, J. P., Horace
Leslie Gray and MissPhebe Hunter W'ent-

Bryan

both of Lincolnviile.

Marsh National MAZDA

Lamps

of appropriate sizes throughout your home you can have ample
light at little cost. By properly shading them you can have comfortable light with pleasing decorative effects.
Why not ask us to help you choose from our complete stock the
right sizes of lamps for each room?

DIED.

PRODUCE

Apples,

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Geraladine Farrar

Bryant Washburn
-IN-

in “THE HELL CAT”
A

Dynamic

Drama of the Western

From Start
h

Round

of

to

Finish

Exciting

a

MONDAY

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
IN

“Good Night Paul"
Outing Chester

Pictures

A

Penobscot

Light and

Bay

Power

and

Comedy

Drama for

Thrills,

TUESDAY
FRANCIS BUSHMAN
BEVERLY BAYNE

NAZIMOVA

“The Poor Rich Man"
Pearl White in

Lightning Raider”

bbl.,

1

PAID

Journal.

Beef, corned,

35a38
18a24
1 99
Corn,
Cracked corn, I 84
1 84
Corn meal,
42
Cheese,
3 55
Cotton seed,
00
Cranberries,
Clover seed, 32a42
13 25a 15 00
Flour,
5 75
H. G. seed,
38
Lard,

Butter, salt,

|

One light driving wagon.
GRACE E. WALTON,
Tel. 137-5
Lincolnville Avenue.

i

PRODUCER

|J?y.

$18 00
S3 00a4 00 Hides,
14
9 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
28
9
Beans, y. e.,
Lambskins,1 OOal 50
50a55 Mutton,
Butter,
20
16
14a
Beef, sides,
Potatoes, 1 40a 1 50
14
13a
f.
Round
Beef,
q.,
22
Hog,
36 Straw,
Cheese,
10 00
35 Turkey,
Chicken,
26a32
37 I allow,
Calf Skins,
2
35 Veal.
Duck,
20a 22
46 Wool,
Eggs,
50
unwashed,
35 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
9 50
32 Wood,
Geese,
6 50
RETAIL PRICE

Old

WEDNESDAY

Company

RETAIL

MARKET

Lime,
Oats,

1 90
94
Oat Meal,
8
Onions,
8
Oil, kerosene, 17al8
Pollock,
15
Pork,
34
Rye meal,
8
2 80
Shorts,
10 1-2
Sugar,
1 35
Salt, T. L,
Sweet potatoes, 00

■

For

Sale

FIVE BARRELS IIFN DRESSING,
;i.00 per barrel.
C. H. TRUDEAU,
Swan Lake Avenue,
R. F. D. 1, East Belfast.
lw!9*

Jasmine Tea
received from China. Fragrant
and invigorating, especially fine
for luncheon or afternoon tea.
If interested, call 213-3, or 56.

3-4 Ton

White Truck
For sale at a bargain.
of
BEND. FIELD.

Inquire

At

a

Probate Court neid at heltast, within and
County of Waldo, on the second
of April, A D, 1919.

for the

Tuesday

A certain instrument, purporting to he the
last will ana testament of Hattie M.
Robinson,
late of Brooks, in said County of W aldo, deceased. having been presented for probate
with petition praying that said will be allowed
and administration of said estate with the will
annexed be granted to her. Estelle M. Williams o'
in the County of Middlesex and State of
Massachusetts, said deceased
having omitted to appoint an executor in her
said will.

Garbage for Sale

“EYE
FOR
EYE*1

AT O’CONNELL'S RESTAURANT.

Ill HIGH STREET. BELEAST

pu

Ordered,

that notice

given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively, in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Bellast, within and for
said County, on the second Tuesday of June
next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they nave, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed
and petition granted.
A true copy.

1

|

ELLERY ROW PEN. Judge.
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson. Register.

FOR RfcRTAL
SAMUEL ADAMS,
Jeweler and Optician.

WANTED

TABLE GIRL
Wanted

the
WINDSOR HOTEL.

at once at

outside handiinishers on pants
wanted at the Pierce-Billings factory.
S. COHEN.
Apply to
j
lwt9
Belfast, Maine,
j
Inside

or

t

NOTICE

ne

Typewriter
Apply to

as
nt

Cummings.

Hollistor,

IN

IN

“The

Young and

MARKET I

per

For Sale

CURRENT.

soft,

Sunshine Two-Part Comedy
Latest Events in Pathe News

Continuous

Action

)

“Venus in the East”

Plains,

PRICE

Corrected Weekly for The

MACK SENNETT TWO-REEL COMEDY, “LADIES FIRST”

me at

rk
side of the Jewett Harr in;a
a course south fifty-six dtgr
southeast corner of a dwelin
fifteen links ^distant; thereone degrees west three and
staked mark* d Q; thence im
west ten rods and four links
Q; thence north seventy-one
rods and twenty links to .1
thence southerly by said ro n
rods to first bound, containir
with buildings thereon.
Also another lot or pat
town ot Prospect, bound*
Bounded on the north ami
Marsh road, so-called, leadii
Marsh to Thomas ^hute in
on the south by the Morgar
the west by lot No. one
known as the John Grant Imings lot formerly krtowi;
Saunders lot, containing sev
one hundred and forty squ
less.
Also another lot or pare?
in Prospect, in the County
of Maine, and hounded ami
lows, viz: Beginning at the
of Thomas Cummings' h*»u
by said Cummings' house 1one-half rods to the south*
Cummings’ lot; thence east
one-fourth rods to a stake
! west line of Parker G. Pa>
northerly by said Eaton’s la
u
three fourths rods t<> the
the Cole and Sau iders lot, fthe first mentioned bound,
teen acres, more or less.
Dated this sixth day of M
RA1 1 :
Administrator of the estal

and young all need good light. Hours
a reading lamp should bring no consequence of tired or weakened eyes. By using plenty of

MARRIED.

BELFAST

with her Greatest Role.

by

ning jat juniper post

tiORN

Morrill)

Eugene Walter’s Famous Stage Play F rovides Miss Frederick

wiil be sold

bounded and described
''

Wentworth. In Portland, May 2,
Mrs. Margaret E. Wentworth of
aged 72 years.
BRIGGS. In Belmont, May 4, Thaddeus
A. Briggs, aged about 81 years.

in “Paid in Full’’

sell ah t'

highest bidder therefor, f*>
of L. C. Dow & Co., in said
eleventh day of June, 191'J
afternoon, said real estate t
described as follows, to wi
parcel of lard, situated
County of Waldo and Si

Mrs. Harry Dale and little son returned
to their home in Brookline, Mass., last
Tuesday after a seven weeks’ visit with
her aunt, Mrs. V. L. Hall. Mrs. Dale and
son were both recovering from serious I
attacks of influenza.

years.

Pauline Frederick

to

by said Albert M. Cutrmiingfdecease, hereby give notie-

month and 14 days.
Patterson. In Belfast, May 1, Mrs.
Emma Patterson, aged 82 years and 10
months.
RHOADES. In Lincolnville, May 3, Mrs.
Cynthia Pendleton Rhoades, aged 91

Adm. 17c and 11c

Belfast

Furnishing' Co.,

AUCTION S

Cummings. In Wheeling, West Virginia, April 29, Otis H. Cummings, formerly of Northport, aged 71 years, 1

7.0C and 8.30

■■

brighten
time—morning, noon,

or

bakir

Georgia Ryder

Several from here attended the dance
at Littlefield's Pavillion, Waldo, May
nighi.

mouth, N. H. With Mrs. Snell and a
friend he will go to a bungalow early in
June for the season at Randolph, N. 11.,
where he has passed his vacations for
several years.

quickly

so

■

way.

week.

the old fire that

clean and

perfect
night.
The Marvelous Glenwood Oven, surrounded by hot air chambers is
under perfect control, and can be uniformly heated to the moderat
temperature of SCO degrees for the most delicate cake, or quid:;
ivanced to the correct biscuit heat of 450 degrees.
can

J

Many friends and relatives will be glad
know that C. A. Snell is making satisfactory progress in the recovery of his
health at a farm some miles out of Ply-

Easy Rolling Twin Grate Bars, neatly geared to roll forward

back,

BK00KS.

to

THEATRE

to

There was a large attendance at the entertainment given by the students of the
school taught by Miss Mabel Rose, Tuesday night, April 27th, in Crockett’s Hall
Percy H. Grant lias purchased a Dodge and the lollowing program was as fine as
has ever been put on by the lower grade
Bros. car of Mr. Gilkey of Searsport.
| schools:
Mr. E. 8. Knowlton visited his father,
by a selection on the school
Manky Knowlton of Prospect last week. Opening
Victrola
W. E, Barker and A. R. Pilley attended Drill, Welcome,
Seven boys and girls
Emma Ames
the Masonic convention at Portland last Recitation and song,

Old friends of William Cleaves will
learn with regret that his vision has become so impaired that he is about to go
to Massachusetts to seek relief, his daughter having arranged for hospital treatment.
Recently he gave up his place at
the Pendleton farm and has been staying
with the Misses Colcord.

LO N I

a

Evangelistic services at the
church beginning the
week of May 14th, pictures will not be
shown on Wednesday night at Crockett’s
Theater as announced last week, but will
begin when the two weeks services are
Owing

Congregational

tion in the in erest of the personnel ot
the Arsenal. This souvenir edition is a
large and finely illustrated volume issued
since the signing of the armistice, which
is filled with astounding facts doubtless
better known by the German High Command than by the average American citizen.
The arsenal was a toxic gas plant
of colossal proportions, occupying a site
of 35,000 acres near Aberdeen, ML Construction begun on Nov 15, 1917, at the
close of the war the personnel numbered
7,000 men under Col. W. H. Walker, and
the entire establishment was run on a
military basis. There were 8 subsidiary
plants under construction in various parts
of the country, and the whole establishment concentrated on the one object of
producing inconceivable quantities o
mustard, phosgene and chlorpicrin gasses,
and loading shells and drums for the extermination of the Hun.

The students of the High school have
the town billed for an entertainment and
dance at Denslow hall Monday night.
The proceeds are to go towards the expenses of the coming graduating exercises. The class this year numbers ftfteen, and Miss Grace Blanchard has been
chosen president.

CO

at 2 30

Edgewood Arsenal,”

George Overlook who has been interim
driver of the R. F. D. route No. 3 recently resigned, and Truman Lathrop, after
coaching by the regular substitue, Frank
Blanchard, is holding down the job. With
several others he took the civil service
examination at Belfast on the 26th.

Miss Kathryn Dow, teacher of domestic
science in the Portland High school, spent
the past week in town, and Miss Sally
Dow, principal of the Brewer High school,
was also the week-end guest of her mother, Mrs. Leroy Dow of Main street.

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Johnson who
have been in Bath, Me., where he had
employment for several months arrived
in town last week and will make their
home with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Scott M. Godding during the summer.

A war time souvenir of absorbing interest brought home by Sergt. George H.
Avery is a copy of the final issue of “The

H. H. Hawes has sawed the lumber
and is now putting up for the Stockton
Canning Co. a frame building, 22x36, two
stories, planned for four 3-room tenements, to take the place of the cottages
burned some months ago.

Benj. Monroe arrived Tuesday from
Camp Devens, having received his discharge from the service. Monroe was in
the parade of the 26th Division in Boston.
He was in France 19 months, serving in
Co. D, 103d Inf.

nails and without

Division. The bride came to this tcwn
from Princeton some two years ago and
much of the time has made her home
with Mr. and Mrs. Wardwell, where the
young couple will continue to reside.
Popular members of the younger set, they
nevertheless kept their secret well, and
the first intimation of the happy event
was the announcement that they would
receive their friends at Denslow hall on
the evening of May 6th. An affair which
comes too late for this correspondence.

season.

Bradley.

as

scratch.

Miss Gladys Lillian Dawe and J. Stanley Wardwell were quietly married Monday, April 28th, in Bangor by the Rev.
W. Quinton Genge of Grace Church,
while on their return with their mother,
Mrs. John H. Wardwell, from a trip to
Boston to witness the parade of the 26th

Mary Herriman went to Oldtown
Saturday for a visit with her daughter,
Mrs. George Daley.
Mrs

Gilkey of Hampden
spent Sunday with her parents, Capt.
and Mrs Nathan Gilkey, returning to
her duties at the academy on Monday.

a

13th,

weeks ago.

Henrietta

second game of the season with Swanville at the latter’s home grounds last
Saturday, the score being 9 to 14 in favor
of B. H. S.

without the slightest danger of becoming
a Cassandra-in-trousers, the prophesy is
made that the hall will be packed close to
the point of suffocation.

S. B. Merrithew is driving a new Oldsmobile, having' sold his Overland several

Mrs. Abbie Ordway, teacher in the intermediate department, has secured a
street
room in the house on Mt. Ephraim
recently purchased by ft. M. Nichols.
Miss

SPRINGS.

home as hard

ness

The Y. P. S. C. E. held a social in the
church vestry last Thursday evening.
Home made candy, cake and fruit punch
Few conditions are more effective in
were for sale.
The net proceeds were
subduing the festive spirit than a drizabout $4.50.
zling drabbling night of unseasonal cold,
but those who undismayed attended the
There was a large crowd at the station
hop at Denslow hall on the night of the to see the train of war exhibits as it ar29th were rewarded by a floor in excellent rived here from Belfast Wednesday of
condition, au order of dances most ad- last week, but were greatly disappointed
mirably arranged, and music incompar- as it did not stop at this station.
ably the best for dancing since the day of
There were sixty-five couple attending
Lower, the wizard of the clarinet. As the
May Ball given by Harvest Home
good wine needs no bush, so McKeen’s
30th. A fine
orchestra of four pieces from Belfast Grange in Union Hall April
was furnished by the memneeds no praise. The announcement was pastry supper
bers and a fine time enjoyed by all. Music
made that this orchestra would be here
by Tozier’s orchestra.
and
of
on
the
again
evening
May

comes
l

Ralph Parker of Patten spent part of
last week in town, the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. F. C. Whitcomb.
attending the State Conference of congregational Churches, held in Auburn,
May 6-8.
Dr. S. C. Fairchild has moved trom

Martin L. Frost is doing quite a busituning pianos here in the village.
Mr. Frost is new at this work, but has
proven very satisfactory and up-to-date.
The B. H. S. base ball team played the

a

ers were
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Miss Frances Ireland returned Monday,
after a two weeks’ visit in Bangor.

Prof. Frederick R. Sweetser was
business visitor in Bangor Monday.

nii

singular turn of cbance these brothdrafted at the same time in almost the first call, but have never seen
each other since sailing from this side. It
is recalled that some time before the declaration of war Allan survived an operation in a bad case of appendicitis and
later was seriously sick of pneumonia, so
that his friends were surprised when he
was found fit for the service;
but he

By

The annual meeting of
of the Searsport Saving
held at their hanking reMay 10, 1919, at 10 a. ru
of trustees for the ensuin.
act on any other business
ly come before the meeting
JAS. P. NH H
Searsport, April 30, 191

For Sale
One pair of matched black
stars in forehead, own sisiseven years old,
weight
Can be seen at anytime
I
where they were raised.
S. W. J>'M
Liberty.
Waldo M
tf 18

,,,

■

Notice to Fanned
Notwithstanding contrary
SACO VALLEY CORN
will pay five cents a pound <fo'
pound and one cent a pound w-u
fli at
the same as last year) for sweet
1
the Belfast cannery for the sea^
W
S. A. PARKER,

CANN;

